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CHAPTER SIX

IN THE FOREST OF TRIALS
Ridges blue and bubbling brooks
Fertile fields and hamlets fair
Mighty is Magadha's realm

Lofty like the elephant and like the jackal bold
Lamb-eyed serpent-fanged
Our glorious Lord

O joyous day that he was born, O Seniya Bimbisara, King
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOORAY!

WHAT'S HAPPY ABOUT THIS DAY?!

HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW?

THEY HAVE NO IDEA...
SO IT IS MY BIRTHDAY ...
I'VE GAINED ANOTHER YEAR ...
IT MEANS THE DAY I MUST DIE HAS COME NEARER.

THOSE CHEERS SOUND TO ME LIKE THE REAPER'S JEERS...

NO MAN KNOWS EXACTLY WHEN HE WILL DIE.

HE GOES ABOUT HIS LIFE, STUDYING, PLAYING, FALLING IN LOVE, WORKING...

AND ONE DAY, LIKE A BLAST OF WIND, COMES DEATH!
NO ONE KNOWS WHEN IT'S COMING, UNTIL IT DOES.

THAT'S WHY PEOPLE ARE HAPPY AND CAREFREE.

BUT I...

I HAVE LEARNED WHEN AND HOW I SHALL DIE!

IN 19 YEARS, I WILL BE SLAIN.

MUST I ENDURE THIS PAIN UNTIL MY LAST MOMENT?!

YOUR MAJESTY, BUDDHA AND HIS COMPANIONS ARE AT THE PALACE. A BUCK OR TWO IN ALMS SHOULD MOVE THEM ON.

HEAVENS, BUDDHA!!

BUDDHA IS HERE?
WHY DID YOU NOT COME SOONER? HAVE YOU ANY IDEA HOW OFTEN I SENT FOR YOU?

BIMBISARA KIng, I WAS ON THE ROAD, TRAINING HITHER AND YON, I DID NOT KNOW.

I WANTED TO VISIT THE GREAT ASCETICS OF MAGADHA, TO TRAIN WITH THEM...

BUT NONE OF THEM SATISFIED ME.

BUDDHA! YOU AND I ARE THE SAME AGE AND HAVE THE SAME BACKGROUND AND THE SAME CONCERNS, DIDN’T YOU PROMISE TO BE MY FRIEND?

indeed, I did promise...

but I must continue my training, majesty.
DON'T "MAJESTY" ME. PLEASE, JUST CALL ME BY NAME.

IT'S SENIYA.

OH, RIGHT.

MAYBE I OUGHT TO DROP MY ROYAL AIRS, TOO, HUH?

'TIS ONLY FAIR.

SINCE WE FIRST MET, MY TORMENT HAS GROWN ONLY MORE INTOLERABLE WITH EACH PASSING DAY.

AS FOR ME, I HAVE MET VARIOUS ASCETICS SINCE THEN.

IS THAT SO? CARRY ON!

MASTER ALARA IS A RENOWNED ASCETIC WITH THREE HUNDRED DISCIPLES IN VAISHALI.

FIRST, I WENT TO THE TOWN OF VAISHALI TO SEEK OUT THE SAGE ALARA.
Train with me?

Fine, join my disciples.

Start at once: sit, meditate, and order your mind.

Someone, give these guys a place to sit and some mats.

Now.

For a year or two, you must sit and think nothing.

It's called meditative absorption!

You must calm your mind and free yourself of all desire and emotion.

You must not fall asleep or daydream, that's not the same thing.

Nod nod.

C'mon, you've gotta last more than ten minutes.

Hup!
Zzz...

Huh?

Zzz Zzz

??

Hup

See what he's done?

This one is not worthy of my instruction!

Hmm...

Master, the child is fated to die in just eight years... yet he's amazingly at peace about it...

You mock me?!
Tap Tap
Drum Drum
Tap
Drum Drum

WINK, WINK

BAH!

HE DOES NOT BAT AN EYE!!

TH—THIS IS NO ORDINARY FELLOW...
WAIT NOW! THAT FACE...

THOSE FIVE ASCETICS SPOKE OF JUST SUCH FEATURES.

PERHAPS HE IS...

PRINCE SIDDHARTHA OF KAPILAVASTU!

IF THAT IS WHO HE IS

I’VE BEEN WAITING FOR HIM.

WH- WHAT NOW?!

IT TAKES MOST DISCIPLES TEN TO TWENTY YEARS.

YOU’VE ALREADY MASTERED THE ESSENCE OF MEDITATION?!

I THOUGHT YOU WERE NO ORDINARY MAN.

YES

I WAS RIGHT.
But not right enough, Siddhartha, you are a truly great ascetic, one of a kind.

Would you like to become my partner and teach my disciples with me?


Master... I train because I want to learn how to avoid suffering death, to save myself from dying.

A joint venture, if you will.

You will never learn that.

A waste of time. Forget it.

Your method doesn't offer the answer.

You're being impossible, young man!

So long, teacher.

Hm. That Sage Alara is actually a famous man in this country, you know.

Anyway, I saw no reason to stay there and moved on.
The next teacher I visited, the sage Uddaka, had seven hundred disciples. When I sat before him, he started yelling at me.

You’re a cheat, you sham ascetic!

...?

You became Master Alara’s disciple only to snub him, and then skipped out.

I know all about you.
I did not snub him.

It was simply that his teachings failed to satisfy me.

How dare you?

I'll tear your big mouth in two.

The way I teach is "emptiness." So that as you ponder, you ponder nothing, and see nothing while you see, neither wiping thoughts away, nor having any.

How's that? Do you get it? Do you know what I'm talking about?

Ha, didn't think so! Only I understand the way.

If you do grasp it, I'll respect you all right.

But until you do, don't ever come down from there.

Hmph, he'll never get it.

Blow—hard!

He'll sneak off sooner or later.
THE HILLOCK WHERE I SAT MEDITATING WAS TERRIFYING. VULTURES FLAPPED NOISILY ABOUT ME DAY AFTER DAY. BUT AS I KEPT QUIETING MY HEART...
THE VULTURES SLOWLY FADED AND BECAME A MIST, THEIR LOATHSOME SCREECHES NO LONGER AUDIBLE. THE BIRDS CEASED TO BOTHER ME. WHAT CAME NEXT WAS A WHIRLWIND.

THE WHIRLWIND RAGED AND RAGED TO TOPPLE ME FROM THE ROCK... YET IT TOO I CEASED TO SENSE ALTOGETHER.
WHAT BESET ME LAST WERE

MY OWN MEMORIES. RELENTLESSLY THEY FLASHED BEFORE ME, RAKING MY HEART, TEARING IT ASUNDER.

AT THAT POINT, I DECIDED TO ERASE MY OWN EXISTENCE. FOR IF I DISAPPEARED, SO WOULD MY MEMORIES. I TURNED MY WILL AGAINST MY VERY OWN BEING IN THIS WORLD.
SO THIS IS "EMPTINESS"!

MASTER, I HAVE LEARNED THE MEANING OF "EMPTINESS."

WHAT?! YOU HAVE?

YOU R-R-REALLY UNDERSTAND? REALLY TRULY? FOR SURE?

WAIT, I NEVER...

FAITHFUL DISCIPLES! A NEW LEADER HAS APPEARED: MASTER SIDDHARTHA!
THE SAGE UDDAKA TRIED TO DETAIN ME, TOO.

BUT THAT WAS NOT WHAT I SOUGHT.

AND SO YOU LEFT HIM, TOO?!

IT IS ALL IN VAIN...

THERE IS NO WAY TO ESCAPE THE DREAD OF DEATH.

I MUST DISAGREE. I SHALL NOT GIVE UP NOW.

SIDDHARTHA, AT THIS POINT, THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY OPEN TO US.

...YOU MEAN ENTERING THE FOREST OF TRIALS, DHEPA?

YES! TO FIND THE WAY, WE MUST UNDERGO ORDEALS.

PRECISELY BECAUSE YOU HAVE TRIED TO AVOID THEM.
Ordeal are pointless suffering. What good can come of wrecking one's body?

Uruvela and its forest of trials are close by. Let us suffer there.

Tomorrow, I shall enter the Uruvela forest of trials. I may not see you for some time.

But it's in the midst of suffering that humans find great truths!

C'mon, show some courage.

Siddhartha! If you're a man, be brave!

But that's a terrible place. Many have died there.
THE ORDEALS UNDERTAKEN ARE SO FIERCE...

ASCETICS DIE ONE AFTER ANOTHER. DO YOU WISH TO DIE, TOO?

IT IS FOR THE GODS TO DECIDE WHETHER I SHALL SURVIVE.

OH, BUDDHA! THE LENGTHS TO WHICH YOU GO... I DO NOT WANT TO LOSE YOU!!

THAT THERE IS SALVATION FROM THE DREAD OF DEATH.

SENIYA, I SHALL RETURN ONE DAY. I SHALL BE ABLE TO REPORT TO YOU...

PLEASE ACCEPT THIS TOKEN OF MY FRIENDSHIP.

EXCHANGE THIS FOR MONEY AND YOU’LL NOT WANT DURING THE TRIALS.
SENIVA, MONKS IN TRAINING CAN ACCEPT NO OFFERINGS BUT FOOD.

AH, YES... OF COURSE...

I WILL NOT TOUCH THAT CHEST OF PRECIOUS STONES UNTIL THE DAY YOU RETURN.

PLOP

WHEN YOU DO, I SHALL USE IT TO BUILD YOU A GREAT TEMPLE.

I SWEAR TO BRING YOU GOOD TIDINGS!
I PRAY FOR YOUR SUCCESS...

WE BEG YOUR LEAVE.

DHEPA, ASSASSI, LET’S GO.
BUDDHA! DON'T YOU DIE ON ME!!

YOU HAVE TO LIBERATE ME FROM MY ANGUISH...

I'LL BE WAITING.
BEHOLD THE BEAUTY OF THIS LAND...
IS THE FOREST OF TRIALS REALLY IN SUCH A PLACE?

HERE WE ARE.

WOW, LOOK. ASCETICS EVERYWHERE...

SNIFFLE
WHAT A WONDERFUL PLACE... THIS—THIS IS HOW IT OUGHT TO BE!
Hey! It's Siddhartha.

All right!!

I know you, sir!

And we've been waiting for you.

We knew you'd end up here someday. Heh heh.

There were five of you.

Oh, him. He died.

His heart stopped during an ordeal.

He died...?
THOSE ARE HIS REMAINS.

ALL THESE BONES!

ALL DEAD FROM THEIR TRIALS?

HEH, HEH, HEH, THIS IS NOTHING. THREE TIMES AS MANY LIE IN THE BACK.

TO DIE DURING AN ORDEAL IS TO ACHIEVE ETERNAL GLORY...

PLEASE. IT'S NO USE DYING.

WE'VE RESERVED SEATS FOR YOU. A SPECIAL CORNER FOR THE MOST TREMENDOUS ORDEALS.
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THIS QUAGMIRE AND HOLD YOUR BREATH!

HANG BY YOUR NECK FROM THIS TREE AND LOSE WEIGHT!

BURY YOURSELF ALIVE IN SAND, AND FAST!

EMPTY YOUR HEART IN THIS COFFIN!

HEH HEH HEH. THERE'S PLENTY MORE. START WHERE YOU LIKE.

CARE FOR SOME NAILS?
ASSAJI...

YOU CAN SEE THE FUTURE.

DO I SURVIVE THESE TRIALS, OR DO I DIE?

SNIF...

WHY WON'T YOU ANSWER ME?!

I KNOW YOU KNOW. DO I DIE?

SEVENTH YEAR, YOU QUIT AND RUN.

SNIFFLE... YOU NO DIE.
HELLO...

I'M SUJATA.

HI

MY NAME'S SIDDHARTHA.

IT'S YOUR FIRST TIME IN THESE WOODS...

I JUST ARRIVED YESTERDAY. HOW COULD YOU TELL?
This river's called the Niranjana River. Every morning, lots and lots and lots of monks come here to bathe.

Why's it so empty today? Is today a holiday?

No, silly. They all finished washing a long time ago and now they're off begging for food, mister sleepyhead!

Starting tomorrow I'll be here by five.

I'll come at four, then.

Everyone comes at four.

It's really crowded at four. Come at three!

Why don't you get out of the water?

Why not?

Why not?

I'd like to, but I can't.

Okay, okay!
I'M TOTALLY NAKED, GOT IT?

YOU'RE FUNNY

I KNOW EVERY PERSON IN THESE WOODS.

I WATCH THEM BATHE ALL THE TIME, SO DON'T WORRY.

WELL, IN THAT CASE...

...

DO YOU LIVE NEARBY?

MY HOME IS, EMM, THAT WAY.

MY FOLKS ARE IN CHARGE OF THIS PLACE.

MISTER, IS THIS YOUR SEAT?

YUP

IT MUST HURT TO SIT HERE ALL NIGHT.

SUCH A NICE BODY

OH MY
I WISH YOU'D QUIT DOING THESE TRIALS, MISTER.

HUH? WHY?

THIS IS JUST MY PERSONAL OPINION, MISTER, BUT I DON'T WANT YOU TO DAMAGE YOUR BODY.

YOU'RE VERY KIND,

BUT I CAME HERE FOR THE TRIALS.

I KNOW, I KNOW.

THIS IS FOR YOU.

RUB IT ALL OVER. IT KEEPS AWAY THE NASTY BUGS AND MOSQUITOES.

THIS PLACE IS FULL OF THEM!

WHY, THANK YOU.

I WISH I HAD A GIFT, TOO.

THAT'S OKAY. MOM SAYS GIVE TO THE MONKS.

SEE YA
HMM, NOT FOR NOTHING IS THIS VILLAGE RIGHT NEXT TO THE FOREST OF TRIALS. EVERY FAMILY IS GENEROUS AND GIVES FREELY TO SAMANNA.

YOU'RE NEW HERE!

LET ME WARN YOU TO STAY AWAY FROM THE HOUSE ON THE HILL.

TELL ME WHY

WHY?

YOUNG'LIN, I CAN TELL YOU'RE OF NOBLE BIRTH.

THIS VILLAGE WAS FOUNDED BY BRAHMIN WHO CAME TO LIVE HERE. ALL WELL-BRED AND CLASSY PEOPLE HERE, UNDERSTAND?

THAT'S RIGHT. THEY'RE LOWLY FOLK.

YOU MEAN SHUDRA?

WORSE! THEY'RE FILTHY PARIAH.

SO YOU'RE SAYING THAT HOUSE ISN'T BRAHMIN?
AND WHAT'S MORE, A DEVIL'S SHACKED UP WITH THEM! MARK MY WORDS, A DEVIL! I TRY MY BEST TO WARN PEOPLE TO STAY AWAY. DON'T YOU EVER GO UP THERE, MONK.
WHAT AN ODD ODOR...

EXCUSE ME?

HELLO?

ANYBODY HOME?

WANDERER

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THERE?

YES, I'VE HEARD.

SIDDHARTHA

HAVEN'T YOU BEEN WARNED ABOUT THAT HILL?

THEN GET YOUR ASS DOWN HERE RIGHT NOW! THEREIN LIVES A DEVIL WHO WOULD POISON OUR TRIALS!
Curiosity killed the cat, Siddhartha!

I'm not a cat.

And I bet it's just people in there...

Here I am. My first night of trials...

That girl said this'll repel the bugs.
HISSS

HEH HEH

WHY DO YOU GATHER 'ROUND ME?

WHY DO YOU STARE SO?

I HAVE NOT HURT ANY OF YOU, AND I DO NOT MEAN TO TAKE FROM YOU.

I AM HERE SIMPLY FOR THE TRIALS.

GO AWAY!

RETURN TO THE WOODS, AND SLEEP.

OR IF YOU MUST...

WAIT UNTIL I DIE, AT LEAST.

AND WHEN I DO, SHARE MY FLESH WITH YOUR FAMILIES, AND FEAST...
THEY'RE GONE...

PANT

PANT

OH
MGGH
MGGH

PSST

HISS
HISS

NGHHH!!

MMMMM
MMNNNGHHH
SIDDHARTHA?! SIDDHARATHA!!
YOU WERE UNCONSCIOUS.

DID A DEVIL ATTACK YOU?

I TRIED TO STOP BREATHING.

I DIDN'T LAST THREE MINUTES. IT WAS SO PAINFUL I THOUGHT I'D EXPLODE.

EXCELLENT, SIDDHARTHHA. HA, YOU'VE GOT IT IN YOU, AFTER ALL!

TONIGHT, GIVE IT ANOTHER TRY. THEN TOMORROW NIGHT, AND THEN THE NIGHT AFTER, KEEP IT UP. AND ONE DAY YOU'LL GO WITHOUT AIR FOR A FULL TEN MINUTES!

AT THAT POINT, YOU SHOULD TRY LYING ON THE POND BOTTOM LIKE A CLAM.

OUCH. IT STINGS...

I STILL DON'T GET IT, THOUGH.

YOU DON'T GET IT? ORDEALS EXALT AND PURIFY THE SPIRIT!

WHY MUST WE GO OUT OF OUR WAY TO COURT SUFFERING?
THE HUMAN BODY IS A PROFANE THING.

THE BODY IS INDULGENT, IT INFlicts VIOLENCE.

SO WE MUST PUNISH THE BODY, MAKE IT SUFFER.

THAT SOOTHES THE SOUL.

MAYBE, BUT I FEEL LIKE I'M BEING CONNED.

WHAT'S MORE, MY LIFE'S AT STAKE.

THE SMELL OF MY BLOOD

ATTRACTION OF ADDERS AND JACKALS.

IT WAS CHILLING. DON'T PEOPLE GET BITTEN?

SOME HAVE DIED FROM COBRAS, OF COURSE.

THAT'S WHAT MAKES IT AN ORDEAL. YOU HAVE TO BECOME A TREE.

HOW DO YOU TURN INTO A TREE?

THROUGH BELIEF.

ERASE YOUR ODORS.

DON'T BREATHE. DON'T LET YOUR HEART BEAT.

THE BEASTS WILL LEAVE YOU THEN.
STOP SMELLING AND BREATHING?

GIVE ME A BREAK.

I'LL BE THAT TREE.

HA!

THAT TREE!

AS FOR ODORS, THEY COME FROM EATING.

IF I FAST AND GROW THIN, I WON'T SMELL AT ALL.

NEITHER SNAKES NOR JACKALS WILL KNOW I'M A HUMAN.

HMM

I'VE GOT TO TRY!
THIRD DAY...

SEVENTH DAY...
HERE

IT'S HIS TENTH DAY.

HANG IN THERE,

GLORY'S WITHIN REACH!

OUTTA THE WAY, MONKS!!
ENOUGH OF THIS CRAP! YOU GUYS TRYIN' TO KILL A MAN WITHOUT MURDERING HIM?

HI... TATTA...

AH! HE'S STILL CONSCIOUS. SIDDHARtha, WON'T YOU DROP THIS STUPID Suicide GAME?

STUPID? HOW DARE YOU INSULT HIS SUBLIME ORDEAL!

KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT, YOU BUSYBODY!
MY SIDDHARTHA! WHAT HAPPENED TO OUR PROMISE ON MOUNT PANDAVA? YOU SAID YOU'LL RETURN TO YOUR KINGDOM IN TEN YEARS.

I SEE YOU'RE READY TO DIE.

CAN'T GO HOME IF YA CROAKED, CAN YA?

I'M NOT LETTIN' YOU DIE, OK?

YOU BRUTE, WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING?

CLAM IT!!
JUST LOOK AT YOURSELF. SKIN LIKE BARK, SALLOW AS CLAY.

YOU'RE NO ORDINARY DUDE AND YOU HAVE GRAND PLANS, I CAN TELL. BUT WHATEVER THEY ARE, YOU CAN'T CARRY THEM OUT DEAD. STAYING ALIVE'S GONNA BE A PRIORITY, MAN.

YOU'RE A KING, OKAY?!

BLIMEY, THE KING OF KINGS!!

SO START ACTING LIKE ONE, WILL YA?

IF YOU'VE GOTTA SUFFER, HOW 'BOUT SUFFERING INDIGESTION, INSTEAD OF HUNGER?

NOW EAT.

EAT!!

GET YOUR STRENGTH BACK!!
PLEASE, SIDDHARTHA, I'M BEGGING YOU.

YOU STUBBORN ASS!

TATTA, I-I HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN OUR PROMISE.

I CERTAINLY P-PLEDGED THAT I'LL GO H-HOME IN TEN YEARS.

BUT THERE'S STILL TIME.

LI-UNTIL THEN YOU SAID I WAS F-FREE.

YEAH, I'M AFRAID I DID. AND LOOK WHAT YOU'RE UP TO NOW.
Y-you will not tempt me by placing f-food before me.

G-give it to the creatures in the w-woods.

Gotcha

I'll be back.

Don't forget our promise...
I'M HOME.

I'LL FIX YOUR MEDICINE, GIMME A SEC.

OH MAN, THAT SIDDHARTHA. CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OFF HIM FOR A MINUTE.

CAN'T YOU JUST STEAL SOME MEPS FROM THE VILLAGE?

WOULD IF I COULD.

BUT I PROMISED SIDDHARTHA I'D WASH MY HANDS OF THE THIEVING LIFE.

AND I'M GONNA BE TRUE TO HIM.
HERE YOU GO.

DRINK IT ALL UP.

MUST BE TOUGH ON YOU, MIGAILA...

YOU'VE HAD THIS SICKNESS EVER SINCE YOU GAVE BIRTH THAT TIME...

IF THE BABY WEREN'T STILLBORN, YOU'D HAVE SOME SOLACE AT LEAST.

TATTA, I HATE THIS STUPID DISEASE.
BEAR IT FOR NOW, MIGAILA.

IN A FEW YEARS, SIDDHARTHA WILL BE HEADING HOME. YOU AND I ARE GOING WITH HIM!!

ONCE WE'RE BACK HOME, I SWEAR I'LL ASK HIM TO FETCH A GOOD DOCTOR FOR YOU.

TWO MONTHS LATER...
WHERE'S SIDDHARTH?  
HE'S GOING THROUGH A TRIAL.  
DON'T GO TO HIM. HE NEEDS TO FOCUS!

HE'S BEEN FASTING. NOTHING BUT WATER FOR THE LAST COUPLE OF MONTHS.

HUUH?!

NOTHING? FOR TWO MONTHS?

POOR, POOR MAN...

EEEK! OH NO!!
MISTER, YOU'RE ALL SHRIVELED UP!!

IT'S ME, SUJATA! ARE YOU OKAY?

WHAT DID I TELL YOU? AND YOU TOOK IT TOO FAR ANYWAY!

PLEASE, PLEASE DON'T DIE!
SOMEONE, ANYONE! SIDDHARTHA IS DEAD!

WHAT? SIDDHARTHA IS DEAD?

CAN'T BE

HE STARVED TO DEATH!

NOPE, HE IS STILL ALIVE.

SUJATA!! FROM NOW ON, DON'T EVER DISTURB HIS TRIALS, UNDERSTOOD?

NOT EVEN IF HE'S DYING?

HE MAY DIE, YES.
IF YOU LET HIM SUFFER...

ANYMORE THAN HE HAS...

I’LL HAVE YOU LYNCHED!!

POOR, POOR MISTER

I’M TAKING YOU HOME TO NURSE YOU, OKAY?

I DON’T CARE WHAT YOU OTHER FOLKS DO TO YOURSELVES! SIDDHARTHA’S DIFFERENT!!

WHAT?!! YOU’VE BROUGHT HOME AN ASCETIC?

YOU FOOL, PUT HIM BACK WHERE YOU FOUND HIM!

IT DOESN’T MATTER! LEAVE HIM ALONE.

BUT...

DON’T BE MEAN, FATHER. THIS MAN’S DYING!

YOU ALWAYS TELL ME TO HELP PEOPLE WHO ARE SUFFERING!
SHUSH, YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO UNDERSTAND!

I'M FAR TOO BUSY RIGHT NOW FOR YOUR GAMES!

ARM YOURSELVES, ALL OF YOU. WE'RE DEALING WITH A RUFFIAN AND WE DON'T KNOW WHAT HE'LL SPRING ON US.

WAHH!

STUPID DADDY! BOO HOO HOO

WEEP

WAHH

SINCE DADDY'S STUPID,

I'LL HIDE YOU IN THIS STOREROOM AND LOOK AFTER YOU.

HERE'S SOME HOT SOUP, OPEN WIDE...
...um mm...

OPEN

DELICIOUS

I BET! WHAT WOULDN'T TASTE GOOD AFTER TWO MONTHS?

THAT SOUP'S OUR HOUSE SPECIALTY. IT'S MADE OF MILK AND RICE.

NO, THAT SHOULD DO...

I'VE BEEN WARNED TO EAT LIGHTLY AFTER FASTING...
YOU KNOW, YOU'VE RUINED MY TRIAL.

WELL, GOOD THING THAT I DID!!

DON'T EVER DO ANY TRIALS AGAIN. THOSE MONKS ARE TRYING TO KILL YOU!

I CAN'T TAKE YOUR ADVICE.

WHY DO YOU SUPPOSE I CAME HERE?

I DON'T KNOW... IT SEEMS DUMB.

LISTEN UP!
A LOWLY PARIAH HAS TAKEN TO DWELLING ON THAT HILL. WORSE, HE HAS THE NERVE TO STROLL THROUGH THE FOREST OF TRIALS IN BROAD DAYLIGHT. THIS IS HIS LAST DAY IN OUR VILLAGE!! DO YOU HEAR ME?!!

I MUST RETURN TO THE FOREST OF TRIALS!

NO! DON'T TRY TO MOVE YET.
TATTA, WHAT'S THAT RUCKUS OUTSIDE?

HEY! WHADDYA WANT?!

SO YOU'VE COME OUT, PARIH BASTARD! YOU BEGGER, YOU! GET YOUR FILTHY SELF AWAY FROM THESE PARTS! DISAPPEAR! RIGHT NOW!

HAH, WHAT'S THIS? YOU PLANNING TO FORCE ME OUT? INTERESTING! I'D LIKE TO SEE YOU TRY.

IF YOU DON'T GET LOST, THEN WE'RE GONNA...
YOU HEARD HIM! NOW GET HIM!

NO PARIKH POLLUTES OUR NICE VILLAGE!

WE'LL BEAT HIM UP!

OH YEAH?

THANKS A MILLION, CHAPRA.

HEH. THE ROCK-THROWING THAT CHAPRA TAUGHT ME COMES IN HANDY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS.

WHIZZ
COME CLOSER, SO I CAN HIT YOU BETTER!

OUCH... THAT HURT!

ARRGH, I'M HIT!!

VEOW
WHOOSH
THIEF
Y...
YOU PIECE OF SHIT!!

SHOOTING ARROWS AT ME!!

UGH

DAMN!!
THROW HIM IN THE STOREROOM! LATER WE'LL TURN HIM IN.

THERE MIGHT BE OTHERS.

LOOK OUT, THERE HE IS!

A AAAAY

SOMEONE SEARCH THAT HOUSE ON THE HILL.
MERCY!

I-I-IT WAS SLEEPING.

IT WASN'T HUMAN... MORE LIKE...

A DE-DEV... A DEVIL!

THEN WE MUST SET THE SHACK ON FIRE AND BURN IT TO DEATH.

A DEVIL ?!

RUN AWAY AS SOON AS THE FIRE STARTS. THE DEVIL MAY COME TUMBLING OUT.
Await your punishment. In here, murdering pariah!

We have company.

...?

Ah... oh...

Tatta, it's you!

Oh, this is...

You've been lynched!
RELAX, IT'S ME, SIDDHARTHA. YOU'RE SIDDHARTHA? WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU?

THAT'S FOR ME TO ASK. WHAT IN THE WORLD DID YOU DO THIS TIME?

ME?... UM... ER... NOTHING, REALLY.

THEN WHY DID THEY TIE YOU UP?!

THEY WOULDN'T HAVE BEATEN YOU SO JUST FOR THAT.

YOU MUST HAVE DONE SOMETHING. TELL ME, WHAT?

THEY LYNCHED ME JUST FOR BEING A PARIAH.

I'VE KILLED SOME MEN!

WHAT DID YOU SAY?

TATTA, NO, NO...

DIDN'T YOU PROMISE ME? I THOUGHT YOU'D GIVEN UP BANDITRY!

I HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN THE PROMISE, OKAY? IT'S JUST THAT I GOT CARRIED AWAY...

I BEG YOU!

HELP ME!

I'VE GOT TO ESCAPE.
PLEASE LET ME GO!

MIGAILA IS IN DANGER

I KNOW THEY'VE ATTACKED MY SHACK!

SHACK? YOU MEAN, THAT SHACK ON THE TOP OF THE HILL?

Yeah! And Migaila's in there!!

I-I see... I didn't know you were the ones who lived there...

Sujiata, is there a knife somewhere?

Thanks, man.

I owe you big time for this.
SEE YOU LATER!

CRASH

CRACKLE

BASTARDS...
SWEET HEART ?!

I'M COMING FOR YOU! DON'T DIE!!

MIGAILA ARE YOU OKAY?

MIGAILA

PHEW

HOLD ON TIGHT.
DAMMIT... YOU'RE GONNA PAY FOR THIS, YOU BUNCH OF --
YOU REALLY MESSD UP THIS TIME, SIDDHARTHA,
LETTING SUJATA NURSE YOU AND HELPING THAT VILLAIN ESCAPE...
WHAT PAINS ME MOST IS THAT YOU QUIT YOUR FAST...
AND HAD MILK PAP. PATHETIC.
NO ASCETIC TOUCHES MEAT OR FISH, NOR MILK, EGGS AND SUCH.
A LITTLE GRAIN, NUTS AND WATER ARE ALL WE PERMIT OURSELVES.

YET YOU Gobbled DOWN MILK PAP!
DO YOU STILL CONSIDER YOURSELF AN ASCETIC?!

I SLOWLY BEGAN TO HAVE MY DOUBTS.
FINE AND WELL TO PUNISH THE BODY...
IF THAT REDUCES HUMAN MISERY, BE THAT AS IT MAY...

WHY ARE HUMANS MORTAL? WHY ARE THERE CASTES?
ORDEALS... WHAT'S AN ORDEAL ANYWAY?

TRUE HUMAN SUFFERING OWES TO SOME OTHER CAUSE.

OH YEAH? WHAT KIND OF SUFFERING IS THERE, BESIDES ORDEALS?

THERE'S ILLNESS, THERE'S POVERTY, THERE'S DISCRIMINATION.

THINK ABOUT ASSAJI OVER THERE!

HE KNOWS HE HAS ONLY SIX YEARS LEFT TO LIVE.

SNIF

HOW PAINFUL IT MUST BE TO KNOW THAT HIS FATED DEATH DRAWNS NEARER EACH DAY.
His feelings rarely show on his face, so it's hard to say, but I think he must suffer terribly.

The pariah ruffian has moved to our forest.

He used to live on the hill but got chased away.

We don't want any of his ilk around here. What a pain!

There's no telling what he'll do.

Where in the forest is he?

He's holed up in the cave by the river bank.

Hey, don't go, Siddhartha. You know he's dangerous.
SIDDHARTHA!
THE MAN'S
A BEAST.
BE CAREFUL!
STOP!!

COME ANY CLOSER, AND I'LL CUT YOU IN HALF!

ARE YOU TATTA?

... ...

IT'S ME. LET'S TALK.

SIDDHARTHA...

...
I'll show you no mercy if you've been sent over to flush us out...

So then Migaila is with you?

Yeah...

Let me see her.

She's not fit for seeing.

Migaila's very sick. Ever since her miscarriage, she's taken to bed.

I didn't know...

You mustn't look at me.
DON'T... PLEASE.

HERE, TOO, ARE HUMANS WHO ENDURE SUFFERING!

...
Ugh! Who the...?

Hey!!

Oh yeah? At least I'm doing some honest work. Go back to bed!

You, murdering vagabond! You just spoiled my meditation!

...or find some beach!
SIDDHARTHA, WE'VE TURNED A BLIND EYE SO FAR ON ACCOUNT OF YOUR EVIDENT NOBILITY, BUT WE'VE JUST ABOUT HAD IT!

WHY DO YOU SHELTER THAT NO-GOOD PARIAH IN THESE WOODS?

COMPLAINTS ARE POURING IN FROM THE ASCETICS!

TODAY WE WILL CHASE HIM OUT OF THIS FOREST, AND TEACH HIM A LESSON.

NO USE TRYING TO STOP US, SIDDHARTHA!

SIR, DO NOT BE RASH!

THE MAN'S WIFE IS GRAVELY ILL. HE MAY BE AN OUTLAW, TRUE, BUT HE IS ALSO A MAN TO BE PITIED, NOW, IF EVER.

SIDDHARTHA! HE'S A PARIAH! WHY DO YOU SYMPATHIZE WITH HIM?
HE'S HARDLY HUMAN!

LET'S FACE IT, SIDDHARTHA, IN ALL BUT FORM HE'S A BEAST.

WHY SHOULDN'T WE TREAT HIM AS SUCH?!

PLEASE, WAIT!

YOU, TOO, DHEPA...? YOU'D DISCRIMINATE?

NO. ALL PEOPLE ARE EQUAL.

BUT ONLY HE WHO WISHES TO UNDERGO TRIALS BELONGS IN THESE WOODS.

FROM WHAT I'VE HEARD...

YOU'VE BEEN AIDING THE OUTLAW BY BRINGING MEDICINAL HERBS AND EVERYDAY SUPPLIES TO HIM.

WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?!

ONLY HE WHO WISHES TO UNDERGO TRIALS, HUH?

YOU PEOPLE HAVE NO IDEA...
 WHICH ONE OF US IN THIS FOREST CONFRONTS SUFFERING AS DEEP AS HIS?!
HERE, DRINK THIS...

YOU HAVEN'T SLEPT IN A WEEK, MY OL' MAN.

HEY, DON'T YOU GO WORRYING ABOUT ME. I'M ALL RIGHT.

AND YOU, MIGAILA? ARE YOU FEELING A LITTLE BETTER?

THERE'RE SWARMS OF FOLKS WHO'RE JUST WAITING FOR ME TO NOD OFF SO THEY CAN GET ME.

YOU'D GET IT, TOO.

YEAH... I'M FEELING GREAT TODAY.

SO RELAX AND GET SOME REST.
YOU'RE RIGHT, TATTA.

I BARELY MANAGED TO CALM THEM DOWN JUST NOW.

HERE, SOME HERBS.

THANKS, AS ALWAYS ...

THEY'RE ABOUT TO EXPLODE.

IT'S NOT SAFE HERE.
YOU OUGHT TO MOVE...

WHERE TO? HUH?!

TATTA... I'M JUST A BURDEN TO YOU.

IF ONLY I WAS GONE, YOU'D BE FREE.

HURRY AND KILL ME... AND YOU'LL BE FREE AS A BIRD.

MIGAILA, WHAT ARE YOU SAYING?!

OH MIGAILA, MIGAILA! DON'T YOU DARE SAY THAT AGAIN. YOU THINK I CAN DUMP YOU AND LIVE ON WITHOUT YOU?

I LIED, TATTA...

THIS DISEASE OF MINE IS JUST GETTING WORSE... IT'S LIKE I'M BEYOND SAVING.

PLEASE DON'T LOSE HEART...

YOU, I MUST SAVE-- AND I WILL!!
TODAY'S HERBS ARE ESPECIALLY EFFECTIVE. RUB THEM ALL OVER HER, RIGHT AWAY.

SO LONG

...CHIEF, I'LL NEVER FORGET ALL THAT YOU'VE DONE FOR US.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING, ASSAJI?

AH, THIS? IS MY CALENDAR.

CALENDAR?

EVERY DAY IS LIKE SAME IN URUVELA FOREST. CAN'T TELL TIME PASS.

SO I MAKE MARK.

WHEN I GOT 365, A YEAR ELAPSE.

THEN I GO NEXT TREE.

NOW SEE DAT TREE, SEVLIINTH!
YOU'RE SAYING AFTER YOU MARK THAT TREE, YOU MUST...

YUP, BYE BYE!

EVERY DAY YOU GET CLOSER TO THAT TREE.

AREN'T YOU AFRAID?

YEAH, BUT WHAT I GONNA DO?

IT'S MY FATE, SIDATHA.

HOW CAN YOU BE SO CALM ABOUT IT?

WAITING FOR AN APPOINTED DAY OF DEATH ...
I WOULD GO MAD.
I'M JUST TERRIFIED OF DYING.

SCARED OR NO, WE ALL GONNA DIE, WHOEVER BE.

YOU NO WANNA LIVE WRINKLY RICKETY OLD MAN FOREVER?

SIDDHARtha, YOU DIE TOO. YOU GOT WEAK TUMMY, YA?

YOU GONNA DIE OF BAD DIARRHEA.

WHAT? WHEN?!

DAT GONNA BE--

N-NO!! DON'T TELL ME!

I DON'T BELIEVE I'LL BE ABLE TO AVOID DEATH AS YOU HAVE.

BUT DO TELL ME THE FATE OF THE COUPLE HIDING IN THAT CAVE.

THE WOMAN WITH THE SKIN DISEASE-- IS THERE ANY HOPE?

SNIFFLE ... ...
SHE'LL DIE?

YUP, IF YOU NO HELP HER.

ME?! YOU MEAN WITH HERBS?

Uh-Uh

LIKE YOU DO TO ME ONCE.

WHAT?!

LIKE YOU DO TO ME WHEN I DIE, DO TO HER AND SHE LIVE. BUT GONNA TAKE A YEAR.

YOU MEAN WHEN I SUCKED THE POISON FROM YOUR WOUND...

THAT IS WHAT I MUST DO?!
ALMIGHTY GOD, IF IT IS THE ONLY WAY, THEN I SHALL WALK IT!!
O GOD ALMIGHTY!!
B-BESTOW COURAGE UPON ME!
HEY, MAN. THOSE HERBS WORKED GREAT.

TONIGHT WE'LL TRY AN EVEN BETTER CURE.

TATTA, I NEED A PLATE.
WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?!

STOP THAT! I'M NOT SO DESPERATE AS TO SEE YOU GO THIS FAR...

THIS IS THE ONLY WAY!!
THAT PUS... YOU’LL CATCH HER DISEASE!

L-LET ME DO IT.

WAIT UNTIL I TIRE.

LET ME GO AS LONG AS I CAN.

YOU’RE ONE OF A KIND...

SUCK

SUCK

YO... MY TURN...

RINSE OUT YOUR MOUTH!
I'LL TAKE OVER AT DAWN.

NO MATTER HOW MANY NIGHTS IT TAKES, WE'LL KEEP AT IT UNTIL WE SUCK OUT ALL THE PUS AND POISON.
Tatta, let me. You get some sleep.

*Sob*
*Sob*

B-but... I can’t believe you’re doing this... with m-m-my filthy filthy body... *sob*

It doesn’t bother me in the least!

So stop crying, okay?
LONG WAY TO GO. WE'LL TAKE IT SLOW.

HOW DO YOU FEEL?

SUCK Suck

I—I FEEL GOOD... LIKE I'M GETTING BETTER.

WE'LL DO THIS AGAIN, TOMORROW NIGHT. FOR YEARS, IF THAT'S WHAT IT TAKES.

BYE...

SNORE

SID DHAR THA!
O SUN! SHINE MERCY UPON SHE WHO SUFFERS SO!
CHAPTER SEVEN

CHASTISED
SIDDHARTHA, WHERE DO YOU VANISH TO EVERY NIGHT?

I HOPE YOU AREN'T RUNNING OFF TO THE VILLAGE TO PARTY AND FORGET YOUR TRIALS.

RIDICULOUS! OF COURSE NOT.

DO YOU SWEAR?

I DO.

...FORGIVE ME FOR DOUBTING YOU...

...
TATTA, WE'VE MANAGED TO KEEP AT THIS FOR A YEAR NOW.

YES WE HAVE! CHECK OUT MIGAILA'S BODY.

WOW

LOOK AT HER, SHE'S ALMOST HEALED!

HAHA!

S-STOP THIS, THERE'S NO NEED ...

WAAH WAAH! SI-SIDDHARTHA WEEP WEEP

WHEN MIGAILA FELT AROUND HER BODY YESTERDAY, SHE STARTED TO CRY. SHE KEPT CALLING YOUR NAME BETWEEN SOBS...

I FEEL THE SAME WAY...

HOW CAN I POSSIBLY REPAY YOU?
OH PLEASE, TATTA. I COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT IF YOU DIDN'T TRUST ME.

PERVERT!! YOU'VE BEEN AT THIS FOR A YEAR?!

EVEN IF IT'S TO CURE HER, I'VE BEEN KISSING ANOTHER MAN'S WIFE ALL OVER HER BODY.

SKIP THE DIALOGUE, AND THIS PANEL WOULD LOOK LIKE---

DHEPA....!!

T—TOUCHING YOUR LIPS TO THE FLESH OF AN UNCLEAN WOMAN... SIDDHARTHA!! WHAT KIND OF AN ASCETIC ARE YOU?

DHEPA, LET ME EXPLAIN.

EXPLAIN WHAT?!

THIS ALONE WARRANTS THAT YOU APPEAR BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY COUNCIL.

YOU'VE LET ME DOWN.

HEY....!! YOU THICKSKulled FOOL! YOU CALL THIS MAN A PERVERT?
YOU BETTER THINK TWICE BEFORE SAYING THAT AGAIN! UNLESS YOU LOVE EATING DOG SHIT!!

SO HERE'S THE INFAMOUS PARIAH! AN OUTLAW, AN UNCLEAN WOMAN, AND A PERVERTED MONK! WHAT, ARE YOU THREE GOING TO MAKE A PORN FLICK?

SHUT UP!!

SAY WHAT YOU LIKE ABOUT ME; SIDDHARTHA YOU WON'T INSULT!

I'M GONNA KILL YA...

STOP, TATTAA!

NO VIOLENCE, PLEASE. CALM DOWN.

... IF YOU SAY SO TOO BAD.

IT'S ALL CLEAR NOW.

TOMORROW, THE WHOLE VILLAGE SHALL COME TO HUNT YOU DOWN.

HUNT? WHOM?

DHEPA, YOU STILL HAVEN'T GOT A CLUE, HAVE YOU?
AH, DON'T YOU JUST LOVE THE IDEA OF A MAN-HUNT!
YOU'D KILL A PARIAH JUST FOR ENTERING THESE WOODS!

THAT'S NOT ALL. YOUR PARIAH'S KILLED A FEW MEN.
WHO FORCED HIM TO IT?

THAT'S NOT EVEN FUNNY. A PARIAH HAS THE RIGHT TO DEFEND HIMSELF?
WHY MUST YOU DISCRIMINATE WHEN IT COMES TO PARIAH? YOU YOURSELF SAID ONCE THAT ALL PEOPLE ARE EQUAL.

IT WAS SELF-DEFENSE!

AT THIS STAGE, I'M IN NO MOOD FOR A DEBATE.

WELL SAID, SAME HERE! COME AFTER ME IF YOU WANT, I DON'T CARE IF YOU COME IN THE HUNDREDS. THE BANDIT TATTA WILL SHOW YOU ALL A THING OR TWO.

CUT IT OUT, TATTA. YOUR WIFE IS STILL SICK.

HOW DO YOU THINK MIGAILA WILL FARE IN THE FIGHTING?

...YEAH, YOU'RE RIGHT.
Okay, then! I'll leave.

That make you happy, One-Eye?

Hate to back down, but Siddhartha's reputation's at stake...

So I'm gonna get lost!

Siddhartha... remember how, according to our promise, we were supposed to go home together?

I've changed my mind over the course of the year... if you want to complete your training to your satisfaction, that's fine by me...

I started to feel that what you're up to is pretty damn important.

But instead, promise me,

I'll be waiting...

Accept me as a disciple, your first.

When you finish your training and become a fine monk,
BYE FOR NOW.

SIDDHARTHA...

MIGAILA... GET BETTER.

IT'S NOT OVER YET FOR YOU!

YOUR GROSSLY SULLIED FLESH...

MUST BE CHASTISED IN THE ULTIMATE MANNER.
HOW DO YOU LIKE THE PAIN? SUFFER, SUFFER AND SUFFER SOME MORE. RELEASE YOUR SOUL FROM YOUR PUTRID FLESH. AT THIS POINT, YOU CAN'T BE SAVED ANY OTHER WAY.
YOU'RE TELLING ME TO DIE...

THAT'S RIGHT, SIDDHARTHA.

THE SIN YOU'VE COMMITTED IS TERRIBLY HARD TO CLEANSE. YOUR FLESH, IN PARTICULAR, IS PROFOUNDLY CORRUPTED.

NO!

WHY SHOULD I!

I REMEMBER HOW THE HERMIT BHAGAVA DIED FROM HIS TRIAL. I DON'T WANT TO END UP LIKE HIM!

DIE!!

YOU MUST DIE!

I WON'T.

AH, YOU ARE A HOPELESS FOOL.

WHO'S THE FOOL ?!

IT'S THE BUNCH OF YOU!
IT'S VULGAR FOLLY TO INDULGE DESIRE, AND TO DROWN IN PLAY.

BUT TO FALL IN LOVE WITH SUFFERING, AND TO DROWN IN IT, IS JUST AS FOOLISH!

HUMANS CAN'T BE SAVED LIKE THAT!! THERE HAS TO BE ANOTHER... SOME OTHER...

HURRY AND LET THAT BODY OF YOURS ROT AWAY. YOUR SOUL MAY BE SAVED THEN.

I DON'T WANNA DIE!

DHEPA!

PLEASE, LET ME OUT OF HERE.
Whee
WHOO

SNIF
Cruch!
SNIF

A-ASSAJI...

YOU SAVED ME FROM DEATH'S CLUTCH... ASSAJI...

I'D LOST ALL HOPE.

SNIFFLE

MUNCH	MUNCH
AHH... I WAS FAMISHED...

WHY SHOULD ANYONE FAST? I DON'T SEE THE BENEFIT.

AT DAWN, DHEPA WILL FIND OUT THAT I'VE ESCAPED, AND GO CRAZY.

DHEPA...

HE AND I JUST DON'T SEE THINGS THE SAME WAY...

I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF HIM.

I KNOW! ASSAJI, CAN WE TRAIN TOGETHER?

MAY I STAY HERE?

YOU'RE MY ONLY FRIEND IN THESE WOODS NOW...

SEEING YOU,

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOUR DAYS ARE NUMBERED.

YOU SEEM SO CALM... EVEN HAPPY...
TELL ME, ASSAJI, BECAUSE I'M SIMPLY BAFFLED.

IS THERE SOME SECRET WAY TO ENDURE THE FEAR OF DEATH?

I SAY NO THINK ABOUT NUTHIN.

HOW DO YOU ENDURE THE DREAD? ME, I'M SCARED TO DEATH OF DYING.
I didn't know you slept in a tree like a bird!

I guess it works for a kid. For me it's a squeeze.

Grass and leaves around tree. I place for happy landing.

Oops
WHAT YOU SAID YESTERDAY, ASSAJI. IT'S NOT POSSIBLE.

IT'S NO USE TRYING TO STOP THINKING ABOUT DEATH.

IT CLINGS TO THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART.
FLY NO THINK OF DEATH UNTIL SPIDER CATCH HIM.

WELL, SURE...

IT'S JUST AN INSECT.

SAME FOR MOUSE AND LIZARD.

PARROTS AND FISH.

UNTIL DIE, THEY NO THINK OF IT.

MOUSE OR ELEPHANT, THEY'RE BEASTS!

BIRDS ARE BIRDS, FISH ARE FISH!

HUMANS AREN'T THE SAME.

WE'RE SMART...

SO WE CAN'T BUT THINK ABOUT IT.

THEN GET STUPID.

EASIER SAID THAN DONE.
REPEAT DAILY AND GET STUPID, GUARANTEE!

FORGET ABOUT DEATH.

WHAT KIND OF BIOGRAPHY IS THIS?!

IT WON'T WORK. MAYBE I'M JUST TOO TIED TO THIS WORLD. FOLLY IS BEYOND MY KEN.

BUT IT'S JUST AS ASSAJI SAYS...

I BET THOSE ELEPHANTS WON'T GIVE DEATH ANY THOUGHT UNTIL THEY'RE ACTUALLY DYING...
CHAPTER EIGHT

ASSAJI’S END
SIX YEARS PASSED IN THE FOREST OF URUVELA.
SIX YEARS... A LONG, ARDUOUS JOURNEY IN TIME FOR THE ASPIRING SCHOLAR-MONKS. FORSAKING PATHS TO GLORY, THE THRILLS OF ADVENTURE, AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ROMANCE, THEY COMMIT BODY AND SOUL TO THE STEADFAST PURSUIT OF TRUTH.

IT IS SAID OF THE ASCETIC NATAPUTTA'S ELEVEN DISCIPLES THAT NINE LOST THEIR LIVES IN ORDEALS.

THERE WERE TRIALS WHERE, WITHOUT BATHING FOR YEARS, COVERED IN DIRT AND DUST,
ONE ATE NOTHING BUT SESAME SEEDS FOR MONTHS ON END,

OR MAYBE RICE BRAN, OR GRASS;

OR KEPT A HAND RAISED FOR AN ENTIRE MONTH;

OR GAZED UNFLINCHINGLY AT THE SUN.

RUMORS THAT SIDDHARTHA HAD FLED THESE TRIALS WERE FALSE.

IT WAS, RATHER, IN FIERCE PROTEST TO HIS CHASTISEMENT FOR SAVING TATTA AND MIGAILA THAT SIDDHARTHA QUIT THE TRIAL GROUNDS.
HE CONTINUED HIS TRAINING ALONE WITH ASSAJI. HE WISHED TO SEE HIS YOUNG FRIEND THROUGH TO THE END.

EACH DAY, ASSAJI'S END GREW NEARER...

BUT HE WAS AS COOL AS EVER,

TELLING FORTUNES FOR THE OCCASIONAL VISITOR FROM THE VILLAGE.
I won't ever find money, or save a rich man's kid?

You haven't one good fortune to tell?

Nope. Always poor, until you die.

Damn... damn! Now I don't feel like working...

Long time no see, Master Assaji.

Do you remember me? I'm Sujata.

You haven't changed!

Still tiny after all these years.

Snif

Snif

Snif

Hey, predict my future! Tell it to me as it is!
I...
I'M IN LOVE.

... THE MAN I LOVE IS INTERESTED ONLY IN HIS TRAINING.

YES, I'M IN LOVE.
IF I MAY ONLY SERVE AT HIS SIDE!
I WILL NEED NO OTHER KIND OF JOY.

WILL MY WISH BE GRANTED?
...TELL ME...
PLEASE...

SNIF

SUIJATA,
YOUR WISH COME TRUE FOR ONE DAY.

JUST ONE DAY?
...WHY?

AFTER ONE DAY,

HE STOP BEING HUMAN LIKE US.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN HE WON'T BE A HUMAN LIKE US?!

DON'T TEASE ME!

HE IS WEREWOLF!

SORRY, JUST KIDDIN!

HE SIT UNDER PIPPALA TREE,

AND LIKE PUPA TURN BUTTERFLY,

HE REBORN FROM MAN TO MORE THAN MAN.

IT'S NOT TRUE!

YOU'RE A LIAR, ASSAJI!!

SNIFFLE

SIDDHARTHA...

MY!
SO, THE NIGHT THAT MOON WAXES TO FULL, YOU ARE GOING TO DIE?

SNIF

DO YOU KNOW HOW YOU'LL DIE?

YOU LOOK THE SAME AS EVER, HEALTHY, CAREFREE, CALM.

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU'RE DYING SOON.

BEASTS GONNA TEAR ME APART.

WHAT?!!

MY DADDY HUNTER, MY DADDY KILL LOTS AND LOTS OF BEASTS.

SO NOW, OPPOSITE HAPPEN. ANIMALS GONNA TEAR ME TO BITS AND EAT ME WHEN FULL MOON.
TORN APART AND EATEN BY BEASTS... BUT THAT'S... THAT'S TOO HORRIBLE...

I KNOW WHAT! WHEN THE BEASTS COME TO GET YOU, I'LL DRIVE THEM AWAY WITH BRANCHES.

FORGET IT. NO WORK.

THEN I'LL BIND YOU TO A TREE TOP SO THE BEASTS WON'T BE ABLE TO REACH YOU.

DON'T BOTHER. CAN'T CHEAT FATE.

YOU'RE MY FRIEND, MY BEST FRIEND! I WON'T LET IT HAPPEN!

ANYWAY — AFTER I DIE, SIDATHA,

HUGE BIG TROUBLE COME YOUR WAY. TAKE GOOD CARE OF BODY.
WHERE'S MY DAUGHTER?

YES, M-MASTER. THE YOUNG LADY HAS NOT COME OUT OF HER ROOM TODAY, EITHER.

HMM, THIS IS SERIOUS ...

SHE'S BEEN AFFlicted !

UH-OH. BAD FLU?

NO... SHE'S LOVE SICK.

I MAY BE HER FATHER, BUT THAT MUCH I KNOW.

LOVE, HUH?
Sujata, may I come in?

Who is the man?

Will you tell me today?

Why won't you tell dear daddy?

Just a hint? Please? Does he live in our village?

Is he tall? Skinny? Maybe chubby?

How old is he?
DON'T TELL ME... NOT ONE OF THE FOREST LADS!

YOU HAVEN'T FALLEN FOR ONE OF THE ASCETICS IN THE WOODS, HAVE YOU?

WELL?... I DON'T LIKE WHAT YOUR EYES SAY...

NO!

WHICH MONK IS IT?!

SIDDHARTHA?

THAT NO-GOOD STUD?

YOU'RE IN LOVE WITH HIM?!

BUT HE'S A NOBODY!

HE GAVE UP AND QUIT HIS TRIALS!

YOU ARE WRONG, FATHER! HE IS A GREAT PERSON.

HE LENT AID TO A PARIAH!

HE'S A BUM!

NONSENSE! WHAT'S GREAT ABOUT HIM?
IF IT WERE ANY OTHER MAN, I WOULDN'T SAY NO. BUT HIM, YOU MUST NOT EVEN FLIRT WITH.

THERE ARE FAR BETTER MEN IN THE WORLD, ARMIES OF THEM!

SIDDHARTHA... HOW I WOULD LOVE TO FLY TO YOUR SIDE... IF ONLY I COULD PREPARE YOUR FOOD, BATH YOUR BODY...

BUT IF THAT SPOILS YOUR TRAINING...

OH, WHAT AM I TO DO?
At last, the full moon rises over the night. Assaji says it will be his last...

I'll whack any snakes and owls that try to come near you.

Trust me, Assaji. Sleep well.

Snore sniffle.
Zzz

HOW CALMLY HE SLEEPS! I CAN'T BELIEVE HE'S TO DIE TONIGHT!

HMMMM?

MAYBE HE CONFUSED THE DAY.

MAYBE HE WAS JUST LYING! I CAN'T RULE THAT OUT.

ALMOST DAWN...

ZZZ

ZZZ

WHOA!

DAMMIT!
ASSAJI

HEY!

ASSAJI!!
ASSAJI-I-I-

WHERE ARE YOU?

THAT'S HIM!

ASSAJI, WAIT!
I'M COMING!
DON'T GO
ANY FARTHER!
whine
whine

POOR HUNGRIES.
TOO MANY PUPS,
NOT 'NUFF CATCH.

ALMOST
STARVE.

WAIT NOW,
YOU GET
FULL BELLY
SOON.

whine
whine
whine

GRRR...
GR...GRR...
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SNAP SNAP

AAAH!!

AAAH AAAA AAAH!
Fool
Fool

Oh...
Ohhh
Ach!
AAA...
CHAPTER NINE

SUJATA
OW! OH... SHIT!

PANT PANT
LOOK AT THAT FELLOW, HE'S EATING COW DUNG.

CRAZY BASTARD!

LET'S PELT HIM!

PLUNK PLUNK PLUNK

PLUNK PLUNK PLUNK
THAT'S THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET YOU'RE LYING IN.

MOVE IT, OR I'LL PISS ON YA.

HEH HEH I THINK I'VE GOTTA GO TOO.

HEY, OPEN YOUR MOUTH!

THAT'S SIDDHARTHA!!
HA HA HA
HO HO HO
HEE HEE

YE FILTHY BUM!
DON'T EVER
COME BACK TO
OUR VILLAGE,
EYESORE.
STOP THIS!

O NOBLE SIDDHARTHA, WHAT TRIALS YOU'VE BEEN ENDURING!

Coudn't bear to watch.

Allowing graveyard crows to peck at you is no ordeal! It's suicide!

W-We were badly mistaken... you are a truly praiseworthy ascetic.

We've been following you for a while now.

W-Won't you please return to the forest of trials...?

Dhepa will be glad.
LEAVE ME BE!

WILL YOU NEVER TIRE OF ADORING THE FOREST OF TRIALS?

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THAT PLACE?

YOU CALL WHAT YOU DO TRIALS? GIVE ME A BREAK.

THOSE ARE YOUR ORDEALS?

DO YOU KNOW HOW ASSAJI MET HIS END? HE FED HIMSELF ALIVE TO A FAMILY OF STARVING WOLVES.

CAN YOU THINK OF AN ORDEAL MORE TERRIBLE, MORE HARRROWING? YET ASSAJI WENT THROUGH WITH IT!
By comparison, what you folks practice in the forest of trials is child's play...

Assaji taught me what it means to suffer and to sacrifice.

Don't follow me again... byee!

I will continue alone.

I've no intention of coming back to your fold. So leave me be.

Assaji!! Teach me how to gain your courage and spirit!!
chortle

Ho Ho Ha Ha

WHO LAUGHS AT ME?!

SPRING
UH-OH... JUST MY NERVES AGAIN.
I'M STARTING TO HEAR THAT LAUGHTER MORE AND MORE CLEARLY...
EVERY NIGHT!

WHO ARE YOU?!

PERHAPS MY ORDEALS HAVE DRIVEN ME MAD...

THUD CRUSH

UH

OUCH OW OW

EYAAA!!
EYAAAAA

PANT

PANT

SNAP
SNAP

Owww
WHAT'S ALL THE CLAMOR ABOUT?

SOMETHING'S HAPPENED IN THE FOREST OF TRIALS...
HMM, THIS LOOKS SERIOUS. THE MONKS HAVE TAKEN SIDES

...AND ARE THROWING STONES AT EACH OTHER

DHEPA!

WHAT ON EARTH IS GOING ON?

SID... SIDDHARThA...?

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, WHICH SIDE?

AH, SO YOU KNOW NOTHING THEN.

THE ELDERS OF THE FOREST STAND DIVIDED, AFTER A DISPUTE.

THE ELDERS ARE FIGHTING? COULDN'T YOU GUYS STOP THEM?
STOP THEM?!
The entire forest has split into two even camps.

YOU'RE A FRIEND. I KNOW YOU WANT TO JOIN OUR SIDE.

SIDES... I'M ON NEITHER.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

LIKE, NEUTRAL?

THERE IS NO MIDDLE GROUND!

MAKE UP YOUR MIND! ARE YOU FRIEND OR FOE?!

SLAP

Y-YOU! WHAT KIND OF ASCETIC ARE YOU?!

DHEPA... HENCEFORTH, I WILL HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR FOREST OF TRIALS.
YES, THIS IS SIMPLY ABSURD.

I AM THROUGH WITH YOU FOLKS. GOODBYE.

TRAITOR! DROPOUT! LILY LIVER!

CALL ME WHAT YOU LIKE...

WERE THEY TRAINING, THEN, FOR THIS POWER STRUGGLE?

ROAR

SLAM

BAM
BOY, WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME I BATHED IN THIS RIVER?

BACK IN THOSE DAYS, THERE WAS A LITTLE GIRL NAMED SUJATA WHO LIKED TO HANG AROUND ON THE BANK...

I'M GLAD YOU REMEMBER ME... MISTER.
IT'S ME, SUJATA.
LONG TIME NO SEE.

SUJATA...??

LIMP

SPLASH

DO YOU ALSO REMEMBER THE SOUP I MADE YOU? ...MILK AND RICE?

YES, YES, I DO.
YOU HAD TO FEED ME IN THE STOREROOM!
Siddhartha, you haven't changed a bit.

Only leaner than ever...

While you're starting to look like a young lady.

And why not? I'm 16!

Well, you were only this tall when I used to see you.

A pert little thing, wasn't I?

Sujata, I've left the trials.

I came to this forest on Dhepa and others' suggestion, but my time here has solved nothing.

It's a foolish regimen that does more harm than good.
YOU MEAN IT?

YOU'RE GOING TO QUIT BEING A MONK?

YOU WERE REALLY UPPER CLASS, WEREN'T YOU?

QUIT?

I NEVER SAID THAT.

I'M DROPPING THE ORDEALS, BUT NOT MY TRAINING.

WHY NOT?!

WAIT... ARE YOU SAYING YOU'RE GOING AWAY?

I NEVER SAID THAT, EITHER. I MAY OR MAY NOT.

BUT UNTIL I'M SATISFIED, I WON'T ABANDON MY TRAINING. I'LL GO TO THE END OF THE WORLD IF I MUST...

WHAT?! YOU CAN'T GO AWAY!

COME LIVE IN OUR VILLAGE!

PLEASE?? I WANT TO TAKE CARE OF YOU!

THAT'S NOT RIGHT, SUJATA.
WHAT'S NOT RIGHT?

I... I REALLY LIKE YOU...

I LOVE YOU!
SIDDHARTHA!
LISTEN!
LET'S BUILD A CUTE LITTLE HOUSE BY THIS LAKE, WHERE IT'S COOL.

AND KEEP PEACOCKS AND A FAWN...

EVERY MORNING, WHEN YOU'RE READY TO RIDE OFF WITH YOUR GLEAMING SWORD, I COME OUT TO THE GATE AND SAY, "COME HOME SOON!"

MARRY ME! WON'T YOU PLEASE?
Sujata, I'm sorry but I can't marry you.

I've spent more than ten years now...

Seeking the path to eternal life. I've devoted myself to these ways...

And will no doubt wander for the rest of my life.

I'm sorry, Sujata.

You don't like me?

I did not say that!

You're pure as an angel.

The man I no longer am would have fallen in love with you.

Pretty as a lotus bloom!

I like you very much.

Then marry me!!

... Goodbye, Sujata.
HUH? WHAT?

THAT'S SO... CRUEL...

GOOD BYE?

SOB

WA!

Sujata, please don't think ill of me.
SUIJATA, WHAT'S WRONG?
FELL AND HURT YOUR KNEE?

YOU'RE STILL YOUNG, SUIJATA. YOU HAVE MANY, MANY YEARS AHEAD OF YOU. MOMMY KNOWS YOU'LL MEET AN EVEN BETTER MAN...

DEAR... PSSST PSSST

DON'T CRY, DEAR.

HUH?
WHY THAT ASCETIC, OF ALL MEN?

OH, I THINK I KNOW. WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG, LOVE JUST COMES LIKE A FEVER, SOMETIMES.

SHE'LL SOON FORGET.

WOULD A NICE LITTLE BIRD CHEER HER UP?

HONEY!! COME!! SUJATA'S GONE...

SHE MUST HAVE LEFT THROUGH THE WINDOW.

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT!! THAT GIRL!

SUJATA

SUJATA

SUJATA!

SUJATA!

OH, NO! SHE'S...

ANSWER ME!!
DAMN, A COBRA!!

SEND FOR A DOCTOR, QUICK!

WHAT WAS SHE THINKING? RUNNING INTO THAT DANGEROUS COPSE...

SUJATA, PLEASE!! OPEN YOUR EYES... SMILE FOR YOUR MOTHER!!

THE VENOM'S SPREAD...

IT MAY BE TOO LATE...

I'M BEGGING YOU! I'LL PAY WHATEVER YOU ASK FOR! PLEASE, SAVE HER!
WHERE ARE YOU, SIR?!

AH, THERE HE IS...

WHAT IS IT?

I'M THE VILLAGE CHIEF, SUJATA'S FATHER!

WHAT BRINGS YOU TO ME ON THIS DARK NIGHT?

SUJATA'S DYING, BITTEN BY A COBRA!!
WHAT?!

THE DOCTOR HAS GIVEN UP ON HER.

H-HOW DID SHE GET BITTEN?

IT'S ALL YOUR FAULT!

SHE WAS SERIOUSLY IN LOVE WITH YOU. SHE CAME HOME CRYING LIKE MAD, SAYING YOU'D REJECTED HER. THEN SHE WANDERED INTO A COPSE.

SAVING I'D REJECTED HER...?!

COME WITH US!

I KNOW YOU CURED THE WIFE OF THAT PARIAH ONCE.

YOU'RE AN UNCOMMON HEALER. PLEASE! COME WITH US, QUICK!

SAVE MY GIRL!

YOU CAN'T REFUSE.
CAN YOU RIDE?

YES!
Sujata... you must hang on...

For your parents' sake.

It's no use talking to her.

Listen to her heart...

'Tis only scarcely beating.

Oh, sir, please, please, save my daughter!

Weep wail

She has passed.
IS THERE NO WAY TO BIND THE POOR GIRL'S LIFE TO THIS WORLD?

WILL NO TWINE TIE A LIFE TO A BODY?

WHY MUST IT BEYOND US TO HALT DEATH...

WHEN I SAVED ASSAJI, HE WAS STILL LIVING, AND THE MEDICINE WORKED.

IN HER CASE,

IT'S ALL OVER!

EXCEPT... I'VE BEEN TOLD THAT I HAVE PSYCHIC POWERS.

I RECALL LENDING MY MIND TO BEASTS, FROLICKING AS A BIRD, A RABBIT.

IF ONLY...

MY MIND...

COULD ENTER HER BODY!
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IF ONLY I COULD SPEAK TO HER SILENCED SOUL...

I WISH I COULD MELT INTO HER BODY!

WHERE AM I?! HAVE I...? YES! I'M INSIDE HER BODY!

SUJATA!

I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOUR SOUL!
DON'T BE RASH, SUJATA.
YOU'RE TOO YOUNG TO DIE.

SUJATA,
THERE YOU ARE.
HEY, WAIT!
DON'T GO!

I WON'T LET YOU!

LIVE! YOU HAVE TO!
WHAT IS THIS...?
WHAT ARE THESE... SWIRLING AROUND ME?

OOPS... SUJATA'S SOUL'S GETTING TANGLED UP IN THEM!

WHERE HAVE YOU GONE, SUJATA?!
Siddhartha peered into the distance, and froze.

He felt like he'd seen what mustn't be seen.
...It looked like the essences that swarmed in the void meshed like a net to form a sphere of mind-boggling extension.

And the thing was alive! It was changing shape, swelling and pulsing.

Before he could even think...

Siddhartha began to flee, as though he, too, might get caught and lost in its weave.
WHY DO YOU FLEE?

HUH?

THIS IS THE WORLD YOU'VE LONGED TO SEE EVER SINCE YOU WERE LITTLE... TAKE IT IN.

THAT VOICE... I'VE HEARD IT BEFORE...

Y-YOU ARE...

LONG AGO, WHEN I WAS STILL A PRINCE!

SO WE MEET AGAIN.
THE MYSTERIOUS OLD MAN I KNEW THEN. WHAT A SURPRISE! WHY ON EARTH HAVE I FOUND YOU IN A PLACE LIKE THIS?

SIDDHARTHA, I AM ABLE TO VISIT YOU WHEREVER AND WHENEVER I PLEASE.

WHO... WHO ARE YOU REALLY?

WHO?

HMM... I NEVER DID GET AROUND TO TELLING YOU, DID I? I AM BRAHMA, AS IN THE GOD.

BUT ENOUGH OF THAT. NOW LOOK AROUND, SIDDHARTHA. THESE ARE ALL PIECES OF LIFE.

PIECES OF LIFE...?
MM-HMM, AND THAT HUGE BALL IS THE UNIVERSE.

UNIVERSE? AND WHAT'S THE UNIVERSE?

ALL OF HEAVEN AND EARTH.

BUT THAT THING IS MOVING... IT'S ALWAYS CHANGING SHAPE...

INDEED. THE UNIVERSE IS ALIVE.

NO WAY!

THE UNIVERSE IS A LARGE, INDEED AN ENORMOUS, LIVING THING.
FROM THE HUGE LIFE THAT IS THE UNIVERSE, MYRIAD PIECES OF LIFE ARE BORN...

AND BREATHE LIFE INTO THE ENTIRE DIVERSITY OF THE WORLD.

DO YOU SEE?

BUGS, ELEPHANTS, FLOWERS, AND PEOPLE, ALL ARE BY ORIGIN FELLOWS OF EACH.

AH HA... YES, I DO SEE. SO THAT'S TRUE?
A life has no form, neither an up nor a down, a right nor a left. And there is no past, present, or future for it. You can tell, just from watching this.

Once, if you recall, I made a prophecy.

Go sit under the pippala tree nearby and ponder well what you have seen.

You will become enlightened then. Your anguish will be gone.

That is when I shall see you again...

One moment, B-Brahma!!

What is it?

I-it was to bring this girl back to life that I...

Came to this world.
HMM

HER NAME IS SUJATA.

DO YOU KNOW WHERE SHE IS?

SHE PROBABLY MELTED INTO THAT BALL A WHILE AGO.

EACH PIECE OF LIFE IS THE SAME. TAKE ANY TO BRING HER BACK TO LIFE.

SHE WILL BE BORN ANEW, TO BE EXACT.

CHOOSE ONE THAT PLEASES YOU AND BE ON YOUR WAY.

BUT I CAN'T TELL IF THESE ARE ANIMAL OR HUMAN...

DIDN'T I TELL YOU? ANIMAL, PLANT OR HUMAN, IT'S THE SAME LIFE.

THIS ONE!
IT CAN'T BE...

MUST'VE BEEN A DREAM... UNLESS...

OHH...
SUIJATA!!

OH! GOOD GIRL!!

DID YOU HEAR HER MOAN?

SHE STIRS! LOOK!

NONSENSE! SHE DIED!

SHE WAS DEAD!

SIDDHARTHA!
SUIJATA HAS COME BACK TO LIFE!!

YOU'VE SAVED HER!!

SIDDHARTHA?!

SIR... WHERE ARE YOU?!
CHAPTER TEN

THE CRYSTAL PRINCE
That was a strange dream. No! It wasn't a dream. I really did see it: The wonderful universe!
WHAT A WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL DAY!

I CAN'T WAIT TO SAVOR THE VISION IN SOME COZY SPOT!

HMM, THAT GIANT TREE LOOKS GOOD. I'LL SIT UNDER IT AND TAKE MY TIME REMEMBERING.

O GREAT TREE!
O BIRD... BUTTERFLY! BEE! ANT! AND YE NAMELESS BLADES OF GRASS...

NOW I AM CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS.

GATHER AROUND, ALL OF YOU.

LISTEN WELL. I'VE WONDERFUL THINGS TO TELL YOU.
WITH PASSION HE SPOKE OF WHAT HE HAD SEEN, TO ALL THOSE GATHERED, AS IF THEY WERE HUMAN.

STRANGELY, BEAST AND BIRD AND BUG, FALLEN SILENT, LENT HIM THEIR EARS.

FLOWER, GRASS, EVEN THE GREAT TREE SEEMED TO LISTEN, HUSHED.

THEN, HAVING SPOKEN, HE CLOSED HIS EYES AND LONG MUSED...
LITTLE ONE... WITH WHAT INNOCENCE YOU CRY FOR A MATE, AND MATE AND DIE...

WOULD I WERE AS SELF-FORGOTTING AND INNOCENT.

YOU ARE MY SIBLINGS, COUPLE.

WILL YOU NOT TEACH ME?
Dhepa...

Why are you here?

I thought I told you I never wanted to see you again.

Or have you come to join me under this pipal tree?

To hear me tell of the wonderful thing I saw?

Rather, I bear tidings for you.

A new samanna who came to the forest of trials today brought us news...

No, that's not the case. I have my pride. I wouldn't ask you now to share a tale with me.

That concerns you.
Word's that your country Kapilavastu is no more.

What?!

It happened recently. A huge army from Kosala laid siege to the castle of Kapilavastu, which readily surrendered.

Rumor's that you Shakyà have been massacred and that your parents have been dragged before Kosala's King Prasenajit.

Are you serious?!

That's all I know. You'll have to rush back home to find out...

Whether your parents are alive and what's become of your realm.

Wait! Why did Prasenajit suddenly...
WHY DID THE KING... WHEN HE'S RELATED TO THE SHAKYA BY MARRIAGE...

WHO KNOWS? BUT THEY SAY HE TURNED DEADLY FURIOUS UPON LEARNING THAT HIS BELOVED QUEEN WAS ACTUALLY A MAIDSERVANT BY BIRTH.

SLAP
OF COURSE, NO TRUE ASCETIC GIVES A DAMN WHAT HAPPENS TO HIS COUNTRY, OR HIS FOLKS. SO FORGET WHAT I'VE TOLD YOU AND CARRY ON WITH YOUR MEDITATING OR NAPPING OR WHATEVER. HA HA HA...

HAH HAH HAH

WHAT TERRIBLE TIDINGS YOU BRING, DEVIL!

STRAIGHT FROM THE EXALTED JOY I'VE FINALLY COME TO KNOW,

I'M PLUNGED INTO THIS ABYSS!
IT'S TRUE THAT COUNTRY AND FAMILY CONCERN ME NO MORE.

A FAR GREATER PURPOSE IN LIFE IS ALMOST WITHIN MY REACH.

I CANNOT BRING MYSELF TO FORGET MY PARENTS AND WIFE!

YET... AT THE SAME TIME... I AM HUMAN!!

O FATHER!! MOTHER!! MY CONSORT!! BELOVED COUNTRY!! MY HOME!!

DO NOT TUG AT MY HEART!! WHY MUST YOU Rouse Doubt AND SToke ILLUSION?!

BUT IT'S TOO LATE!!

WHAT AM I TO DO?!!
Do you remember the name, reader? When Siddhartha was still the prince of Kapilavastu...

The unruly dictator of their mighty neighbor Kosala issued an impossible demand. Seeking kinship with the pedigreed Shakya tribe, King Prasenajit threatened to invade Kapilavastu unless he was offered a suitable bride.

Alarmed, the Shakya convened a clan meeting and debated whether to meet the insolent demand or to brave war with Kosala.
THEY CHOSE FINALLY TO DECEIVE KING PRASENAJIT, AND SENT HIM A MAIDSERVANT THEY'D DECKED OUT IN ROYAL GARB.
King Prasenajit, who was an ignorant upstart, failed to see through the ruse and took her as his queen. A year later, she bore him a prince, Virudhaka...
TAKING AFTER HIS FATHER THE KING, PRINCE VIRUDHAKA WAS RATHER VIOLENT AND WILD.

PEOPLE CALLED HIM "THE CRYSTAL PRINCE" AFTER THE LAPIZ LAZULI SET IN HIS BROW.

-- IT ALL BEGAN WHEN THE NOTION WAS HATCHED OF SENDING THE CRYSTAL PRINCE TO KAPILAVASTU FOR HIS SCHOOLING.

I DON'T KNOW, DEAR, I'D RATHER NOT SEND THE PRINCE TO STUDY IN KAPILAVASTU.

WHY NOT? KAPILAVASTU'S A SCHOLARLY PLACE, FULL OF GOOD TEACHERS.

HOW ABOUT THE KINGDOM OF MAGADHA? I THINK HE'LL LIKE IT BETTER THERE.

NO! I HATE CHANGING MY MIND, DAMMIT! HE'S GOING TO KAPILAVASTU!

BESIDES, THE TUITION IS MUCH CHEAPER THERE.
DISMISSING HIS WIFE'S MYSTERIOUS OPPOSITION, HE ENROLLED THE CRYSTAL PRINCE IN A TOP-RATED SHAKYAN SCHOOL.

BUT WHEN THE PRINCE STARTED THERE, HE FOUND HIMSELF STRANGELY SHUNNED.

AT FIRST HE THOUGHT IT WAS HIS FOREIGN BIRTH
BUT THE SHEER LEVEL OF HIS SCHOOLMATES' CONTEMPT FOR HIM SUGGESTED OTHERWISE.

EVEN THE TEACHERS OPENLY DISDAINED HIM.

HEY, WHY WON'T YOU GUYS TALK TO ME? AREN'T WE CLASSMATES?

CLASSMATES? SO YOU REALLY THINK YOU'RE A NOBLE?

NO ONE'S TOLD YOU? YOU'VE GOT NO SHAKYA BLOOD IN YOU! YOU'RE THE SON OF A SLAVE!!

HEH HEH HEH
YOU'RE CALLING MOTHER A SLAVE?

TAKE IT BACK, OR DRAW!

EASY, CRYSTAL PRINCE!

IT'S THE TRUTH. ASK ANYONE.

HOW DARE YOU!

MOTHER'S AS PURE SHAKYA AS ANY OF YOU!

ERRRM, I DON'T THINK SO...

A CARELESS SHAKYA LAD LET SPILL THE TRUTH. THE PRINCETurned pale!

YOUR HIGHNESS, WHERE TO?

WE'RE GOING HOME!
ANSWER ME STRAIGHT!
ARE YOU SHAKYA OR COMMON SLAVE?
TELL THE TRUTH AND YOU'LL BE PARDONED.

...I WAS A MAIDSERVANT...

J-JUST AS I FEARED.

WAIT

SHE MAY BE A SLAVE, BUT SHE'S STILL YOUR MOTHER! STAND BACK!

MOTHER, I AM SORRY TO HEAR THAT! YOU MUST DIE!!
THOSE SHAKYA LIARS IN KAPILAVASTU WILL PAY FOR THIS, NOT HER.

MOTHER, THIS PALACE IS FOR NOBLES.

I AM SORRY, BUT YOU MUST MOVE TO THE SLAVE QUARTERS.

SHE WAS THE ROYAL BRIDE AND HIS BIRTH MOTHER, BUT NOTHING COULD BE DONE ABOUT DISCRIMINATION. IT WAS THE BRAHMIN WHO CREATED THE SYSTEM, AND IN KOSALA, THEY WERE PARTICULARLY POWERFUL, AS YOU MAY RECALL FROM THE STORY OF CHAPRA THE FIGHTER.
AND THUS THE CASTLE OF KAPILAVASTU FELL, TRAMPLED BY A RAGING KOSALAN ARMY.

---THIS HAPPENED DURING SIDDHARTHĀ'S SIXTH YEAR OF TRIALS IN URUVELA.
King Suddhodana, have you some good excuse? I doubt it! Look at my face! Can you tell how much I hate you?

Your Majesty... it was our Council of Elders that made the decision. My Queen and Princess Yashodara are blameless. Mercy upon them!

No, dear, we were in the same boat and share the blame.

Shuddup! I don't care who did what! The whole damn Shakya tribe will pay.
LISTEN UP. AS OF TODAY, KAPILAVASTU IS A TRIBUTARY TO KOSALA!

UPON THE DEATH OF KING SUDDHODANA, THIS COUNTRY WILL BE ANNEXED TO KOSALA...

AND EVERY LAST SHAKYA AND THEIR FAMILY WILL BE EXPELLED!

ANY COMPLAINTS?

NAYSAYERS, STEP RIGHT UP!

O GREAT KING OF KOSALA, YOU MUST NOT BULLY US SO!

NO? THEN HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THIS?

THWACK.
Anybody else gotta problem? Don't be shy!

Ha ha! Really? None?

King

What? Speak your mind, prince.

There are a good number of students who insulted me.

I'd like to see them executed, here and now.

What?

No, not that!

My son goes to that school! Have mercy!

We'll make amends!

Shaddup

Okay. If the crystal prince calls out your name, step forth.
THAT'S ALL OF THEM.

YOU WANT THEM DEAD?

IF YOU SO PLEASE, FATHER.

MY BOY!!

N-NO!!

WAIL

OH HH
If only my son had not left, we would have fared better... I can't regret it enough.

Dear, we promised not to speak of him.

It's already been ten years since that boy left for a world far from ours.

Vashodara has tried to resign herself, too...
My Queen! How can I not miss him?

When I die, so will our kingdom!

We need a hero to oust Kosala before I die... isn't that so, Queen?

King's supper comin' through

What is this?!

Is the plan to starve the king to death?!

The King's a war criminal. Don't be meddling even if you're family,

Heh.

At least let us cook for him.

Begging your pardon, orders are we do it.
SIDDHARTHA! HUSBAND!! HELP ME...

COME BACK! HELP US!!
I feel Yashodara is calling for me.

Yashodara!

Father!!

Mother... I...
I CAN'T COME!!

IF I DO, I LOSE!!

AHHHH!!
CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE STORY OF YATALA
This story begins a year or so prior to that night.

We are in a small country called Anga near the Crystal Prince's Kosala.
IT'S YATALA AGAIN.

WE'RE GONNA HAVE TO KILL HIM.

YEAH, RIGHT. LIKE HOW?

HE WON'T DIE EASY.

WE'LL GATHER ENOUGH POISON TO KILL A HUNDRED.

IT WON'T WORK! A THOUSAND COBRA BITES WOULDN'T KILL HIM!
VILLAGERS, YOU LOOK UPON THE ONE WHO CAN SLAY THAT MONSTER!

I AM MOSSA, MAN AT ARMS. I HAIL FROM BENARES.

I HEARD THE RUMORS AND CAME TO SLAY YATALA. IS HIS HEAD STILL WORTH TEN GOLD PIECES?

YES, FIRST IT WAS THREE. BUT NO ONE COULD HANDLE HIM, AND IT'S UP TO TEN NOW.

FIVE OTHERS LIKE YOU, LORD WARRIOR, HAVE ALREADY TRIED. NONE CAME BACK ALIVE.

HUH!

YET YATALA IS NO DEMON!

WASN'T HE BORN TO COMMON SLAVES?

YES, HE WAS BORN TO SHUDRAS HERE IN ANGA.
They say Yatala’s parents were mighty clever, especially the father.

When he wasn’t serving his master, he gathered plants and studied beasts and insects.

That’s a wrong-headed slave there.

Indeed. It got on his master’s nerves.

Not only the man, but his wife and son.

Weren’t beaten for it.

But the guy’s habit knew no cure.

Who does he think he is?
Yatala, listen to father.

This is a drug I made from herbs and the innards of beasts. Drink it every day.

Why?

Because your mother and I don't want you to suffer as we have.

By the time you're a man, your body will be too tough for any arrow, whip, or hail of stone.

I'll be stronger than an elephant? Much!

And you'll kiss this sorry life goodbye.

Wow!

Hey!

Everyone out!
PLEASE STOP!
TH—THIS IS TOO MUCH! HE'S DONE NOTHING WRONG?

DADDY!

SHRIEK

SLAM

twitch
twitch
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THAT'S ENOUGH! MURDERER!

D... DEAR!!

AHH!!...

I'M LETTING YOU GO, KID. DON'T BE LIKE YOUR FATHER IF YOU WANNA LIVE.
After that Yatala spoke less and less, while his eyes burned redder and redder with vengeance.

Year by year he grew taller and taller until he was a 20-ft monster.
AT THE SAME TIME, HE GREW LESS AND LESS HUMAN...

HIS MIND DIMMING UNTIL HE BECAME BEAST-LIKE...

ONE DAY, HE CAME ACROSS THE ELEPHANT THAT HAD CRUSHED HIS PARENTS.

AND, WITHOUT A WORD, KILLED IT WITH A SINGLE BLOW.

EVENTUALLY HE WAS DRIVEN OUT OF ANGA,
AND HAS WANDERED EVER SINCE, KILLING PEOPLE AND LIVESTOCK EVERY NOW AND THEN.

VERILY, THIS IS WHAT HE HAS BECOME: A CREATURE WHO LIVES ONLY TO FIGHT.

ERGO THE PRICE ON HIS HEAD.

ALL RIGHT, I'VE HEARD ENOUGH.

NOW FOR SOME ACTION. TELL ME WHERE HE IS.

ONCE, IN MADHURA, I MET A 10-FT GIANT, WHO WAS HUMAN.

DEMONS, OGRES... I DON'T BELIEVE IN THAT CRAP.
FORWARD! MOVE, YOU COWARDLY BEAST!!

WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?!

neigh brrr

HIVAH WANT A NEW HOLE IN YOUR SKULL?

Oops
I AM THE BRAVE MOSSA, YOUR NEMESIS. I'VE BROUGHT SOMETHING JUST FOR YOU.

HERE COMES... THE GIANT... HMM, HE'S BIGGER THAN I THOUGHT...

CHECK IT OUT.

BOM!

thud
HARDLY KNEW YA!!

STAB

...GOT HIM...

THE BRAVE MOSSA HAS SLAIN THE DEMON!

N-NO BIG DEAL...
SNORE

HM?

NO

Y-you... hadn't d-died?
...heyy
Orrgh...
FOOTPRINTS, EACH A YARD ACROSS, TRAVERSED THE HILLS AND FORESTS. PEOPLE SHOOK WITH FEAR AND PRAYED FEVERISHLY THAT THE FOOTPRINTS NEVER COME THEIR WAY AGAIN.

WHEREVER HE WENT, YATALA'S GIANT DARK-RED FORM DREW TORCHES, ARROWS, AND TORRENTS OF STONES.
Douse him with oil! Pour a river of oil around him!

There, now he's ashes!!

NGAAAH!

BURST!
ORGH!

YGGH!

THIS TIME HE’S DONE FOR.

WHAT A ROAST... CLEAN-UP’S GOING TO BE NO JOKE.

PLUNGE
BUT YATALA DID NOT DIE.

HE COULD BE BADLY WOUNDED, HE COULD FALL INTO A COMA, BUT HE ALWAYS LIVED.

LIKE WEEDS THAT GROW BACK WHETHER THEY'RE TRAMPELED OR BURNED, YATALA ENDURED AND LIVED ON.
YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS, IT'S TIME TO HEAD HOME.

THERE'S SOME RISK...

THEY SAY A DEMON IS WRECKING HAVOC DOWNRIVER FROM HERE.

OH? TELL ME MORE.

WHAT'S THIS DEMON LIKE?

ERR... HE'S GREEN ALL OVER, AND AH... HAS SHINING EYES...

AH, SO HE'S AN EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL.

AN EXTRA WHAT?

YOUR HIGHNESS SUSPECTS HE IS FROM OUTER SPACE? MOST DEMONS, ACTUALLY, COME FROM HELL.

IN ANY CASE, WE MUST TURN BACK. IT IS GETTING LATE.

NO

HE'S BEING DIFFICULT AGAIN...

WHAT DID YOU SAY?!
Yes, I am difficult, and impossible, and I'm spending the night here to meet this thing!

If you two want to go home, feel free!

But if we did, the king would have us beheaded...

My horse is balking! What now?

Neigh!
WHAT ON EARTH?!

PRINCE, BEWARE!

THWACK
UGGRAWW!!

AAY!

CONK

S-SHIT!
YOU YOU N-N-NA-NAY NAME WH-WHA-WHAT

I AM VIRUDHAKA, SON OF KING PRASENAJIT OF KOSALA. THEY CALL ME THE CRYSTAL PRINCE.

I I I YATA YA YATALA E-FORGET NOT UG
YOU NOT S-SCARED OF M-M-ME?!

OF YOU...

ARE YOU REALLY A DEMON? THOUGH PEOPLE SEEM TO BE TERRIFIED OF YOU...

UP CLOSE, YOU'RE JUST BIG.

I I I K-KILL M-MANY MANY!

I SQUEEZE HAND! Y-YOU C-CRUSH!

YOU'LL KILL ME TOO?

YOU YOU STAY WITH ME NO ONE C-COME NUNHN-N-N-NEAR!

V-YOU H-HOS! HOSTAGE

NOT... YET
ME, YOUR HOSTAGE? THINK YOU'LL EVER GET AWAY WITH THAT?

SHUT UP-P!

WHAT ARE YOU AFTER? WHAT IS IT YOU WANT? MONEY? OR IS THIS SOME SORT OF REVENGE?

... ...

RUN? RUN? I KILL!

HEY, ANSWER ME!

MOST WISHES, I CAN GRANT!

THE CRYSTAL PRINCE OF KOSALA KNOWS HOW TO HONOR A PROMISE. WHATEVER YOU ASK FOR, YOU WILL GET, I SAY. I GIVE YOU MY WORD!
You'd make a great wrestler.

Once a year we hold a tournament; the winner gets a prize from my father the king. Many big, powerful men compete.

But none as big as you!

Are you interested?

As the prince's own wrestler, you'll live in great luxury.

This is your chance!
A PURSUIT FORCE!!
THE ARMY HAS
COME TO RESCUE ME!

YHHGG!!

AGHHA
AH
AH UHH

THE KOSALAN ARMY
IS THE MIGHTIEST
UNDER THE SUN.
YATALA, YOU CAN
STILL SURRENDER AND
BECOME MY RETAINER.
MAKE THE
WISE CHOICE!
I I I
A-AM
VATALA
!!!

YOU YOU
P-PICK
ON ME,
THE BOY
DIE!
I KILL
HIM!

SO MANY
HITS, AND
HE'S DOING
JUST FINE...
WHAT A
MONSTER!

TH-THES
ARROWS
A-ALL OF THEM
I STICK IN BOY!
AGH ORRGH!
HUSH

FINE! STATE YOUR TERMS, AND HAND OVER THE PRINCE.

I I
I III
A-AM

I AM SHUDRA!!

A SHUDRA, HUH? SO WHAT?

M-MY MY FATHER AND MO-MO MOTHER WERE SHUDRA, SO GOT KILLED! THOUGH DONE NOTHING WRONG!

N-N-N- NOTHING! BUT EL-EL ELEPHANT CRUSHED THEM!
I HATE THIS WORLD THAT MADE SHUDRA!!

I HATE HUMAN B-BIGOTRY!

STOP WHINING, YOU'RE BORING ME. THAT'S JUST THE WAY OF THE WORLD.

WR-WRONG!! HUMAN M-MADE THAT WAY!

YOUR VIEWS ARE NOT ONLY SHAMELESS, BUT ALSO CRIMINAL.

BUT SAY WHAT YOU MUST. I SHALL HEAR YOU OUT.
M—MY W—WISH IS FOR CASTE TO BE GONE!

I F—FIGHT UNTIL THEN!

RIDICULOUS!! WERE THE SUN TO RISE IN THE WEST, SHUDRA WOULD STILL BE SHUDRA!

WHO'RE YOU TRYING TO FOOL?

YES! YES! FOOL!! EVERYWHERE CALL ME FOOL FOOL FOOL! OORF...

THA'S WHY I ALWAYS FIGHT!!

I WILL NOT STOP FIGHT! W—WAIT AND SEE, ALL YOU LAUGH AT S—SLAVE, I KILL!!

BEHIND YOU IS ANOTHER WITH SLAVE BLOOD IN HIM!

TAKE A GOOD LOOK, YATALA. I AM HE!
LISTEN WELL! HALF OF MY BLOOD IS SHUDRA!!

MY DEAR MOTHER WAS A SLAVE!

MY FATHER MARRIED MY MOTHER NOT KNOWING SHE WAS A SLAVE. I FOUND OUT ONLY RECENTLY MYSELF.

CAN YOU IMAGINE MY SURPRISE, AND TORMENT ?!

YOU NO FOOL M-M-ME SO EASY,

L L LIAR!

YOU DON'T BELIEVE ME? I'LL SHOW YOU OUR PALACE SLAVE QUARTERS. THAT'S WHERE MOTHER LIVES.

... YES, OPEN WIDE YOUR EYES! YOU'RE LOOKING AT A PART SLAVE WHO'S ALSO PRINCE OF A MIGHTY KINGDOM! DO YOU STILL SEE ME AS AN ENEMY?!
... I—if you trick m-me, I no forgive!

—but if true, I forgive.

Hurry g-go back to soldiers!

How about it, Yatala? Come work for me. I have a feeling we'd get along.

I'll be hoping to hear from you.

You hate humans, I hate fate. If you and I pair up, there's nothing we can't do! Join the Kosala guards!
Prince, how did you make it happen?

I can't believe the beast untied you!

I've got another surprise in store for you.

I shall tame him!

You jest.

Just you wait, captain! Tomorrow morning, he'll be at the castle gates. Ha ha ha! Ha ha ha ha ha!
EGADS!

HELP!!

ROAR!!

C-C-CRYSTAL
P-P-PRINCE

!!!

WHOA!
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT ELEPHANT, POOFING SO EARLY IN THE DAY?

THAT'S NO ELEPHANT. IT'S A GIANT.

YATALA'S COME TO TOWN!

Yeah, tall, hah?

YOUR ROYAL HIGNESS, YATALA, THE GIANT WHO KIDNAPPED YOU LAST NIGHT, IS AT THE GATES...

AH HA!

HE'S HERE? I KNEW HE'D COME!

ORDERS! THE TROOPS ARE NOT TO HARASS HIM! ANY WHO DO SO WILL BE PUNISHED.

VESSIR. SHALL WE PUT OUT SOME FEED?

AH, YATALA! I AM PLEASED.

AN EARLY BIRD, AREN'T YOU? THE GATES Aren'T EVEN OPEN YET!

A-A-AT YER SERVICE!

YOU BETTER WATCH THE WAY YOU TALK ABOUT HIM, SOLDIER. HE ISN'T A ZOO ANIMAL!
COME IN, WE'LL OPEN THE GATES RIGHT AWAY!

III CAN OPEN GATES MYSELF.

AT YER SERVICE! AT YER SERVICE!

OH MY!!

AT YER SERVICE.

EASY, GULLIVER.
SO I TAKE IT YOU SLEPT ON THE IDEA? ARE YOU READY TO BECOME A LOYAL KOSALA GUARD, VATALA?

KOSALA SERVANT REFUSE TO BE.

I I I KO KO KO KO KOSALA

NO NO NO!

WHAT IS THIS?

I MADE P-PROMISE WITH Y-Y-YOU!
I BECOME SERVANT OF YOU!
NOT KOSALA!

FINE, FINE, IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE EITHER WAY. SO YOU'LL BE LOYAL TO ME?

I W-WORK FOR YOU. B-BUT IF YOU BETRAY ME, I NEVER FORGIVE YOU.
DON'T GET FRESH.

MEN, OUTFIT HIM AS A GUARD AND START TRAINING HIM.

YOU CAN'T JUST LET HIM IN LIKE THAT!

THE GUARDS ARE THE ELITE! WE'RE ALL GRADUATES OF TOKYO UNIVERSITY!

DON'T WE WHINE LIKE IT?

ANY GUARD WHO COMPLAINS WILL BE INSTANTLY DISCHARGED!

CALL A TAILOR TO MEASURE HIM.

YESSIR

THEY SAY THE CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN, BUT THIS FELLOW WOULDN'T LOOK GOOD IN ANYTHING.

HE OUGHT TO GO AROUND NAKED LIKE TARZAN.

LOOK! SEVEN GUYS FIT IN HIS SHORTS!

YEE HAH
THAT'S HIS SHIELD? THOUGHT IT WAS A TABLE.

HEY, WAIT UP!

WELL! YOU LOOK PRETTY SHARP.

BUT THAT FACE OF YOURS POSSES A PROBLEM. CHILDREN WILL FAINT. DOGS WILL BARK. HORSES WILL DO HANDSTANDS.

SO WE'VE FASHIONED FOR YOU

A MASK. TRY IT ON.

THAT'S UPSIDE DOWN!
MUCH BETTER. WEAR IT ALWAYS IN PUBLIC, ESPECIALLY IN THE PRESENCE OF WOMEN. DON'T JUST TAKE IT OFF ANYWHERE BECAUSE YOU HAVE TO EAT.

YOU'LL SLEEP BACK THERE,

BETWEEN THE STOREROOM AND THE STABLE! YOU MUST NEVER COME INTO THE PALACE, UNLESS SPECIAL ORDERS REQUIRE YOU TO.

YAWN

YAAWGHN
MUMBLE MUMBLE

SNORE

BAM

ZZZZZZ

BOM

SNORRRRE
PRINCE!

PRINCE CRYSTAL!

WHY'D YOU BRING THAT DANGEROUS THING HOME!

HE'S MY VASSAL, FATHER.

HIS FOOT KNOCKED AGAINST MY LIVING ROOM WALL...

AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENED. IT'S FULL OF CRACKS.

FATHER, THAT GIANT, TAMED, WILL DO US GOOD.

FATHER, EVER SINCE WE CONQUERED KAPILAVASTU, THE KINGDOM OF MAGADHA HAS BEEN ON ALERT.

OH, BUT HE'LL DO MORE HARM.

HE WON'T EVEN MAKE A GOOD PRO WRESTLER. HE HASN'T THE LOOKS!

WHICH I DID...
MAGADHA IS RULED BY NO PIPSQUEAK, BUT BY THE FAMED KING BIMBISARA! SOONER OR LATER, OUR TWO KINGDOMS WILL LOCK HORNS. THAT WILL SURELY BE A FIGHT TO THE DEATH.

WE'LL FIGHT THEM IF WE MUST.

MAGADHA HAS MORE ELEPHANTS THAN US. THEY ALSO HAVE MORE, IF NOT BETTER, TROOPS THAN KOSALA.

IF WE TRAIN THAT GIANT...

HE'LL BE OUR PRIZE WEAPON.

HE'LL BE OUR SUPERHERO? HE'LL FIGHT FOR THE GOOD GUYS?

FATHER, LEAVE THE GIANT TO ME.

*SIGH* FINE.

RIGHT. JUST LET HIM DO AS HE WISHES.

IT'S SO HARD SAYING NO TO THAT BOY.

IT WAS ALL MY FAULT...
I WAS THE ONE WHO CHOSE HIS MOTHER... NOT GUESSING SHE WAS SHUDRA...

I CAN'T FEEL SORRY ENOUGH FOR THE BOY.

STILL, I WISH THIS GIANT DIDN'T ROLL SO MUCH IN HIS SLEEP!
NGHAAA!!

URRGGH
OKAY, NEXT!

GUESS I'LL RETURN TO MY OWN COMIC BOOK...

ROAR

ROAR
TWIST
SNAP

HE IS INCREDIBLE. A TRUE MONSTER.

HE DISPATCHED SEVEN TIGERS IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE!

THE TIGERS HARDLY EVER BEAT THE GIANTS. DON'T YOU FOLLOW BASEBALL?

HIS MANNERS STINK, THOUGH.

SHUDRA BLOOD! WHAT CAN WE DO?

SH!
WHAT DID YOU SAY?!

UH, UM, NOTHING...

A HUNDRED LASHES OF THE WHIP! STRIP HIM OF HIS RANK AND EXPEL HIM!

AGH

OHH

WHIP LASH

OHH

ORR?

GO AWAY!!
YOU CRY, S-SO SAD.
YOU CRY S-SO SA-SA-SADLY. WHY C-C-CRY?

Y-YOU WERE CRYING,
C-CRYING AT THE WELL.

AY!

I D-DRAW W-WATER FOR YOU. I D-DRANK YOUR WATER...
S-S-SORRY.

...?

V-YOUR FACE, J-JUST LIKE CRYSTAL PRINCE.
S-SAME FACE!!

UIHR?
Y-YOU... I SEE... YOU ARE HIS MAMA.

I AM ROYAL GUARD, BUT I AM SHUDRA, FIRST I WAS SLAVE. YOU CAN TELL ME SECRET.

YES, I AM PRINCE CRYSTAL'S MOTHER...

PRINCE'S MAMA IS QUEEN.

WHY PRINCE PUT MAMA IN SLAVE HOUSE?

I GAVE BIRTH TO HIM,

BUT I WAS Driven OUT SINCE I'M NOT KSHATRIYA.

...M-MY MAMA DIED. I LOVE HER, MISS HER... So MUCH I LOVE HER! MAMA IS GREAT!

B-B-BUT YOU ARE MAMA!!

SHUDRA OR NO, MAMA IS BEST!!
WHY CRYSTAL PRINCE
PUT MAMA IN SLAVE
HOUSE? MAMA WHO
GIVE HIM LIFE?
WHY HE DO THAT?!

PLEASE
DON'T...
IT WAS ALL
MY FAULT.

CASTE! BIRTH!
STUPID! I DON'T
GIVE DAMN.

I SAY TO
CRYSTAL PRINCE,
"LET HER OUT OF
SLAVE HOUSE!"
I SAY TO HIM
TOMORROW.

DON'T
WORRY
ABOUT
ME,
VATALA.

YOU ARE
PRETTY,
I AM
BLUSH.

YOU'RE
AWFULLY
SWEET.

GOODBYE...
JUST FORGET
ABOUT IT, OKAY?

SOLDIERS CAN
GET IN TROUBLE
FOR FRATERNIZING
WITH SHUPRA...
YOU MET MY MOTHER?! ...AND?

IT IS TERRIBLE. WHY YOUR MAMA WORK AS SLAVE?

EVEN SHE SLAVE, LIVE WITH PRINCE. IT IS OKAY!

I DON'T NEED YOU TO TELL ME THAT. BUT KOSALA IS A CIVILIZED COUNTRY, VATALA. IN CIVILIZED COUNTRIES, CASTES MUST BE DEFINED AND FOLLOWED WITH THE UTMOST STRINGENCY.

ABOVE SHUDRA ARE VAISYA, ABOVE WHOM ARE KSHATRIYA, ABOVE WHOM ARE BRAHMIN!

GOT IT? WE'RE TALKING ABOUT AN INSTITUTION.
I'm royalty, born into a house of Kshatriya.

Shudra, be it my mother, do not belong in our house.

Not right.

Prince don't like mama?

I love my mother!!

But we aren't the same caste!

Terrible prince! Terrible. I no forgive.

What's this, retainer?! You dare to lecture me?

I judged wrong, prince. Bad guy.

Shut your mouth!!

--100 lashes for him, now!
PULP HIM! SOME THINGS ONE SIMPLY MUST NOT SAY; HE HAS TO LEARN THE LESSON.

CRYSTAL PRINCE
M-MM-ME, VATALA.

I COME BACK...

IT'S YOU? YOU CAN'T COME HERE WITHOUT PERMISSION! THIS IS THE SLAVE WOMEN'S WORK HALL.

I KNOW. BROUGHT TH-THIS...

I'M IN GUARDS, TONIGHT WAS GUARDS' BANQUET. E-E-FOOD WAS SO G-GOOD. THIS ONE! TRY!

YOU CAN'T DO THAT!

BROUGHT FOR YOU. E-E-EAT.

T-T-TAKE IT. I AM TOO BIG, ONLY MY ARM FIT IN. TAKE NOW... PLEASE, Q-QUICK...

AH, OH, OH NO, MY HAND SLIP!

SPLAT!
OH MY... OHH! AND IT WAS ALMOST DONE!! AAY!

WHAT DID I D-DO?

IF ANY STILL LEFT IN BOWL, HURRY EAT! PLEASE! SO GOOD.

YOU'RE VERY KIND.

I WILL BRING AGAIN.

YOU ALWAYS HERE?

AAAAAH!
HELP
HELP
HELP!
A GIANT THIEF!

THIEF! STOP!
TUMBLE!
SPLASH

HOLY!

AAAH

CRACK

WHIP

LASH
THAT'S ENOUGH

SO YOU ARE A FOOL, AFTER ALL.

NO ONE HERE WILL HARASS YOU IF YOU JUST MINDED YOUR OWN BUSINESS. BROUGHT BANQUET FOOD TO MY MOTHER...

PSHAW!

A SLAVE MUST EAT SLAVE FOOD.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT KIND OF SOLDIER CARRIES FOOD TO A SLAVE? I'LL TELL YOU, TWO KINDS:

... THE STUPID AND THE HORNY.

UNDO HIS CHAINS. THIS TIME HE LIVES.

BUT GO NEAR MOTHER AGAIN AND YOU'RE DEAD!

WHIZ
I MUST REPORT A GRAVE MATTER.

WHAT IS IT? YOU'RE PALE...
The Black Death has found its way to the female slave quarters.

What?!

Yes. Two slaves have died already. Unless something is done, the Plague will spread through the Castle.

There is only one solution! We must seal off the female slave quarters, and burn it down!

All the slaves who've been living in the quarters must burn with it...

Cruel, I know, but they are slaves. It cannot be helped.
MAY WE PROCEED?

FINE.

DO IT!

PRINCE!!
PRINCE CRYSTAL!!
The plague's hit our slave quarters?

AND YOU WANT TO RAZE IT?

YES, FATHER.

YOU DO NOT.

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN ABOUT YOUR MOTHER?

I KNOW SHE LIVES THERE. SHE MAY ALREADY BE SICK.

THE WAY YOU SAY IT....!!

ISSUE AN ORDER TO SET HER FREE!

SHE BORE YOU, FOR HEAVENS' SAKE.

FATHER, WHY DO YOU RAISE YOUR VOICE ABOUT A SLAVE WOMAN?

THAT SLAVE WOMAN IS MY QUEEN!!
YOUR QUEEN! AND MY MOTHER!

BUT STILL A SLAVE.

A SLAVE WOMAN IS STILL A SLAVE! WHY SHOW MERCY TO SUCH A LOWLY CREATURE?

FOOL!

Y-YOU DEMON!!

HAVE YOU NO FEELINGS AT ALL? NO FEELING FOR YOUR OWN BLOOD?

TELL ME FIRST,

WHY DID YOU MARRY A SLAVE, FATHER, AND BEGET A SON BY HER?

DON'T START WITH THAT!

AM I THE SON OF A SLAVE, OR THE SON OF A KING? WHICH AM I?
Then, King, do not weep for a slave!! Let us rule as we must.

The ten slaves have been trapped in.

OK

Pour the oil and set it alight. Burn the place down.

Father, if you have no other business, please withdraw.

"Scream!"

Pour

O mercy!!
AHH "SOB" OHH
MY LOVE!!

HM?

URRAGHH!
NGAHH!

MOVE!!

ORGH!
MAMA
MAMA!

GAHHH
COUGH
COUGH

MAMA!!

COUGH
ech
OCH
Cough cough

Whoa!

She must have the plague!

Don't come near us!

Ouf
YOU SAVED ME?

MAMA...

MAMA, YOU MINE.

N-NO ONE T-T-TAKE YOU AWAY!!
MAMA...
YOU NOT HURT, GOOD.

I'M NOBODY. WHY DID YOU... SAVE ME?

SAW SERVANTS THEY LIT FIRE I SAW THE MAN WHO LIT FIRE TO BURN SLAVE WOMEN... BAD! PRINCE BAD...
ON THE PRINCE'S ORDER?!

FIRE WAS SET. I SAW MAN SET FIRE!

DO NOT KNOW, BUT

HOW CRUEL!! SO ALL THE OTHERS ARE DEAD?!

YES, YES, I ONLY SAVE Y-YOU...
YOU PRINCE MAMA CRYSTAL PRINCE'S MAMA BUT PRINCE NO COME NO COME TO BIG FIRE

MAMA IS BURNING, BURNING, DYING, BUT NO PRINCE.

WRONG! HERE I AM.

PRINCE

NOW YOU COME? YOU TOO LATE!

I'VE COME TO TEACH YOU SOMETHING.

YOU COLD! YOU BAD! YOU NOT EVEN T-TRY TO HELP MAMA!

I GAVE THE ORDER TO SET THE FIRE, THAT'S WHY!!
YOU!

YES. THAT WOMAN YOU SAVED MIGHT HAVE THE PLAGUE.

WHEN THE BLACK DEATH TOOK ONE OF THE SLAVE WOMEN, ALL OF THEM BECAME SUSPECT.

IF THE PLAGUE SPREAD, DEATH WOULD THREATEN THE ENTIRE CASTLE. SO WE BURNED DOWN THE SLAVE QUARTERS AND KILLED OFF SUSPECT PERSONS. UNDERSTAND?

BUT THIS PERSON NO HAVE PLAGUE!

HOW CAN YOU BE SURE? WHO ARE YOU TO SAY?

YOU'VE AIDED IN THE ESCAPE OF A WOMAN WHO MAY BE INFECTED.

BUT SHE IS YOUR MAMA, NO? NO?

WE FIND DOCTOR, DOCTOR HELP HER. NO? NO?!
A doctor for a slave? You make me laugh.

But now, there's no need either to kill her.

Orders, Yatala. Take this woman someplace far away, and leave her there so she can die alone without infecting anyone.

What?!! Ab-abandon Mama? Terrible! How can you do!

I am prince. Is it right for a prince to jeopardize his whole castle, Nay, a city of people,

To try to save his own kin?

Let us go, Yatala...

The prince is right...

If Mama not sick! I come after you.

Just shut up and go.

Yatala, come back to the castle afterwards. That's an order.
WE COME LONG WAY.

WE'RE ALMOST AT THE BORDER...

I THINK IT'S SAFE TO LEAVE ME HERE.

WHAT YOU SAY, MAMA.
LEAVE YOU HERE, WOLVES EAT YOU, WE FIND NICE, SAFE FOR MAMA.

WATER, COOL AND GOOD.

YOU BE MAMA NOW, I BE GLAD.

YOU ARE CRUSHED BY ELEPHANT, BUT YOU JUST LIKE HER.

YATALA MAMA? MAY I SEE YOUR FACE?

YATALA, WHY ARE YOU SO NICE TO ME?

YOU'RE SO...GENTLE, ANYONE TELL YOU THAT?

I AM UGLY! YOU BE SCARED.

NO, I WON'T BE...
SO, LET ME SEE!

N-NO... YOU SEE MY FACE, YOU FAINT!

I'M NOT SCARED AT ALL! YOU LOOK MUCH BETTER THAN KING KONG...
MORE HUMAN!
DON'T BE ASHAMED, OKAY?

I'M FEELING AWFULLY COLD... I CAN'T STOP...

MAMA TREMBLE? BUT MAMA D-DRENCHED IN SWEAT!

DON'T TOUCH ME!!

WHAT? EH? MAMA?

IT'S GONE. BUT NOW I FEEL... SO TIRED.

AH... AH...

SO HOT. LIKE ASHES.

YA...TA... LA... I CAN'T... BREATHE.

WHAT Z?!
IT'S NO USE... YATALA... I HAVE THE PLAGUE... PLEASE JUST LEAVE ME HERE.

WILL NOT LEAVE !!

NEAR FROM US, THERE IS RIVER. DOWNRIVER, BIG TOWN. FAMOUS SHAMAN.

I CAN'T ... AAH

OHHH

YATALA... PLEASE... L-LEAVE ME HERE.

SLEEP HERE TONIGHT. TOMORROW SWIM DOWN RIVER. I CARRY YOU, OKAY ?

WE FIND HIM AND HE KICK OUT DEMON. SOON...
I'm being... such a burden... sorry...

You'll catch it from me... and you won't be allowed back.

No worry, no worry. You get better now. Then, down river faster, safer.

Pant pant... can't...

You suffer? What for me to do?!

Hahh hahh ahhh oh... hahh lihh

Asleep... body so hot. Must cool with water.
SO MANY FISH I CAUGHT, MAMA. YUMMY.
I COOK IT SOFT, VERY SOFT. FOUND SOME HERBS, TOO.

OH HO! FOOD!!

MAMA ?!

AAAAAH!

EYES OPEN, MAMA! EYES OPEN!
AAAAH!!
MAMA!!

OHhhh!
AAAAH!

WEEP SOB

M-M-M-MAMA...
WHY YOU D-D-DIE?
WHY NO CALL ME?!

NGH...NGH...
GAH...LINGGH

ORRRGH...
0-0-0-0-
ИИ! ИИ!
О-О-О!

M-MOTHER!
MOTHER!!
IT IS ME,
VIRUDHAKA.

MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER

OH...
MOTHER,
LOOK AT
YOUR
HEARTLESS
FOOL OF
A SON!!

THAT VATALA
IS GONE, TOO...
AT LAST, MOTHER,
IT IS JUST THE TWO
OF US... AND YET
YOU BREATHE
NO MORE!!

OH, MOTHER!
AS KSHATRIYA,
I HAD NO CHOICE,
WITH MY MEN
ALWAYS, ALWAYS
WATCHING!
MAMA, WHY YOU DIE?
WHY YOU DIE AND LEAVE ME?
I WANT DROWN IN THIS RIVER AND BURIED NEAR YOU!

SOMEONE KILL ME. RIVER GOD, DRAG ME DOWN TO BOTTOM!
STORM GOD, STRIKE ME WITH LIGHTNING, PIERCE!! KILL ME!!
WHO ARE YOU?
I NO GOD, NO DEVIL... I AM HUMAN!!

A DEVIL OR A GOD? IF YOU ARE A GOD, PLEASE ANSWER ME. IF YOU ARE A DEVIL, THEN BE GONE.

MOST UNFORTUNATE HUMAN IN WORLD!

Y-YOU ARE MONK?!

A-ANSWER ME, MONK! WHY THERE ARE UNFORTUNATE PEOPLE, UNFORTUNATE PEOPLE, AND FORTUNATE PEOPLE IN WORLD? WH-WHY THAT WAY?! SAY!!

ANSWER! OR I KILL YOU!!

TELL ME YOUR STORY.

I HAD TWO MAMAS. ONE DIE WITH PLAGUE. OTHER DIE CRUSHED BY ELEPHANT!
YOU SAY YOU ARE THE MOST UNFORTUNATE HUMAN...

BUT YOUR TWO MOTHERS, ARE THEY NOT MORE UNFORTUNATE PEOPLE?

UH...

WHY HE NOT PUNISHED?! WHY NO ONE GET ANGRY?!

TH-THEN THE PRINCE WHO KILLED MAMA!! CRYSTAL PRINCE!!

SAY!

ACCORDING TO YOU, THE PRINCE'S REAL MOTHER WAS INDEED THAT SLAVE WOMAN.

IF THAT IS TRUE, HOW MUCH THE PRINCE MUST HAVE SUFFERED ALL THESE YEARS FOR HAVING BEEN BORN OF A SLAVE! HOW HE MUST HAVE SUFFERED WHEN HE DROVE OUT HIS MOTHER, AND LATER WHEN HE ORDERED HER DEATH!

AS PRINCE, HE PROBABLY HAD TO ENDURE THE PAIN WITHOUT SHOWING IT AT ALL.

WHEN HIS HATRED FOR HIS MOTHER CLASHED WITH HIS AFFECTION FOR HER, HOW HE MUST HAVE SUFFERED.

WHAT AN UNFORTUNATE HUMAN, THIS PRINCE!
AND THE KING WHO UNKNOWINGLY MARRIED A SLAVE AND BEGAT A PRINCE BY HER, HOW HE MUST HAVE SUFFERED EVERY TIME HE SAW HIS ANGUISHED SON. PERHAPS HE SUFFERED MORE THAN THE PRINCE AND IS YET MORE UNFORTUNATE THAN HIM.

YOUR LATE MOTHER YOU WERE ABLE TO NURSE AT THE END, BUT WHAT OF THE OTHER SLAVES, WHO PERISHED IN THE FIRE? THE UNFORTUNATE WOMEN...

THINK BACK CAREFULLY. EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THEM IS UNFORTUNATE.

THERE IS NO FORTunate HUMAN IN THIS WORLD!

SOB SOB SOB
AGGHH!
OHH!
AAAH!

WEEP
WEEP

ORRGGHHH

MOAN...
Everywhere unfortunate, then why there are people in the world?

Like trees, grass, hills, and streams, humans exist, as part of nature, so there is some purpose for which we live... tied to all that is.

You, too, play a crucial part in that web.

I do?

I have part? This useless person?

That's right. If you did not exist, something in the world would go awry.

You say strange things...

I... never thought that way...
THEN... HOW I LIVE FROM NOW?

BEHOLD THE RIVER.

A TRULY GREAT THING. FOR COUNTLESS CENTURIES, IT HAS FLOWED THE WAY NATURE ORDAINED IT TO.

IT HAS NO DESIRE TO STOP FLOWING, NOR DOES IT TRY TO ALTER ITS COURSE. IT IS PERFECTLY NATURAL!

WHAT'S MORE, IT IS VAST AND BEAUTIFUL... IT IS APPRECIATED, AND IT GIVES.

LIKE THE RIVER, YOU ARE HUGE. BUT YOU WILL ALSO BE GREAT LIKE IT IF YOU LIVE RIGHTLY.

YOU... TELL ME YOUR NAME...

MY NAME IS SIDDHARtha.

SIDDHARtha! YOU GREAT HUMAN.

I WANT BE YOUR DISCIPLE. MAKE ME DISCIPLE, PLEASE.
Well, no. I'm still training.

Like you, I suffer and struggle.

I see, but when you finish.

And become great man, I come running and be disciple?

I am not fit to teach others.

I wait forever! Now I go back to Kosala.

Siddharta

You already teach me hope to live.

THANK YOU.

I don't believe it...

I just taught someone something.
"LIKE TREES, GRASS, HILLS, AND STREAMS, HUMANS EXIST, AS PART OF NATURE, SO THERE IS SOME PURPOSE FOR WHICH WE LIVE."

"TIED TO..."

"ALL THAT IS!"

"IF YOU DID NOT EXIST, SOMETHING WOULD GO AWRAY. YOU, TOO, PLAY A CRUCIAL PART."

"WHY? WHY DID I..."

"HE..."

"WAS PERHAPS A GOD, TESTING ME..."

"MAYBE THAT WAS IT."

"WHY DID I SAY THOSE THINGS JUST NOW? THE WORDS JUST POURED OUT OF ME, WORDS I HAD NEVER THOUGHT BEFORE!"
THE WORDS I SPOKE TO HIM,

I SPOKE TO TEACH MYSELF!! OH... THE WINDOW OF MY SOUL IS OPENING!!

LIGHT

OH LIGHT
O LIGHT! SHOW ME MY WAY!
AS LONG AS I LIVE,
I WILL DO MY PART IN
THIS UNIVERSE!
CONGRATULATIONS

SIDDHARTHA, YOU HAVE ACHIEVED ENLIGHTENMENT.

YOU ARE...

I TOLD YOU A LONG TIME AGO THAT YOU WOULD SEE THE LIGHT UNDER A PIPPALA TREE ONE DAY.

I ALSO SAID YOU WOULD TEACH YOUR KNOWLEDGE TO OTHERS UNTIL YOUR DEATH...

BUT BRAHMA, HOW AM I TO TEACH OTHERS?

BRAHMA
WHAT I’VE AWOKEN TO THROUGH MY STRUGGLE, WHO ELSE WILL EVER GRASP?
I CAN’T DO IT!

AND YET YOU SHALL GO ABOUT TEACHING.
The world is crooked.

AND PEOPLE ARE JADED.

NO ONE WILL LISTEN!

YOU CAN DO IT!

THIS IS THE SIGN.

NO!! I'M NOT SURE I CAN!
AS LONG AS YOU LIVE, YOU SHALL TEACH PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD HOW TO LIVE!

WAIT, BRAHMA, I CAN'T DO IT!

IT IS A HOLY SIGN.

FAREWELL, BUDDHA.

FROM NOW ON, YOUR NAME SHALL BE BUDDHA. LET OTHERS CALL YOU THIS!!